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ss notes and comments on this index al 

1) The index is partial. Certain topics were deliberately not 
covered. On the subject list, these are listed as #38, and 38D is 
@ list of subheads which are not entered in this index. 
The eim of this compilation 1s not completeness, but simply to gather 
together information on the most Important topics- 
Foyctompleteness, however, topic 38 and 38D , in particular, was 
prepared. ) ~—_ 2 

2) A guide to the format of a sample page of this index is on the feed 
next page. 

3) Administratively speaking, the Dallas field office of the FBI 
handled the FRI's investigation of the"Oswald-hypothesis"; these 
reports were submitted from Dallas/FBI to Washington heedquarters 
of the PBI, and thence to the Warren Commission, sometime;with a 
covering letter from J. Edgar Hoover. They are listed by, the 
Warren Commission on the” List of Basic Source Materials’ as follows: 
Report, FBI; Agent, Gemberling; Subject; Lee Harvey Oswald; 
Date, date on the report; City, Dallas. (These are not to be 
confused wlth Gemberling reports which bear the title: "Assassination 
of John F. Kennedy: Allegations re others etc. " which are not 
{\ncluded in this index. 

4) Por each entry, that section of the synopsis which relates to it 
is quoted.These quoted have sometimes been abbreviated. 
Also, there af requently typographical erross, as this index has been 
Spped-typed, without much cponcern for typographical accuracy, except 
Where pave numbers are concerned. . 

5) For each tntry, the follewing information is listed: 
abnp pages, published pages (with CE #'s); date of Genberling 
report, the table of contents heading in the gemberlihg report 
under which the pages appesr; the extract from the Synopsis, if 
any, which applies; any withheld pages, if any. 

The Hoch/Fensterwald list has been used to set CE#*s from 
CD paze numbers. Any errors there will, then, carry over and 
appear here. : 

€) CD 1066 was not avallable when this index was constructed. As soon 
as its table of contents and synopsis arrives, an addendum will be 
constructed. 

7) An archives microfilm order is being constructed based on this index."* “next to a pege number means that it KEXAXEKEXEXBXE the first page of a sequence, and ls, therefore, probably a title page. Title pages will be omitted from the order, but these first pages of a sequence will be included if, as they rarely ap, turn out hot to be dust a title page, 

8) When page numbers are enclosed \n parenthesis, it means that the entry is not included in the page count, but is only indicated for informational and cross-reference purposes. 

9) Page counts appear at the lower risht, summing up all Babnp pages for 2 given topic. . ) mene og et ee 
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10) On any topic, other special investigation étanducted for | 
the Warren Commission by the FBI (and usually at the request 
of the WC) will appear as "letterhead memorandums" with 
appropriate attachmentsn and their titles are usually indicated 
on the List of Basic SSurce Materials. 

These will appear in the format Lndicated by the following example; 

1733 FBI Letter from the Director, FBI..........6/10/64 Wash pec 
with attachments 

(a) Letterhead memorandum entitled “Lee Wash, Dc 
Harvey Oswald; re Allesation that 6 8 64 
Oswald ate Rice Krispies the 
morning of 11 22 63% 

(b) Letterhead memorandun entitled Dallas 
“Analysis of Ruth Painets Garbage 5 20 64 
from 11 22 63* w/att 

(1) Photos of Ruth Painets 
Garbage cans 

(2) Photos of boxtops at es 
City Dump where Ruth 
Paine s garbazeis taken 

(c) Interview of John Shnook, sales 
manager, Genersl Foods 5 23 64 

Detroit, Michigan 

11) Special Investigutive requests are not included in this 
index. In the event that they were admitted in in evidence by . 
the WC, and hence published, they will appear in Sylvia Meaghers 
index. If someone wovld take the time to scan the entire 
187 pace ‘list-of-basie -source materials, comparing with 
the Fensterwald/Hoch CD/CE list as they go along, Supplementary Gores Je 
abnp listinss for each topic could be added. Cit: these thaf uve ney~ CH ertin, 

12) Synopsis frequently omit significant information. There !s no 
way to tell whether a synopsis is correctly summing up the whole 
section, or reporting all data contained in the section. 

12) After each title on the subject list appears 2 numbers; (3, 48), for 
example, Tits means that for that particular subject, there are 
48 paves of "abnp" material, and 3 **d pages, As explained 
under (7) of this"notes and comments" , * indicates pages 
which are title pages, in all probability. 

13) 4bdbreviations: syn = synopsis; toc = table of contents; 
an _ . 1? . tt a a wo Cee NOTE. bad pp = pages; =""means “is equivalent to ; C 5 esis 

2S Woe eM we oye | aren ale ue 
)4) ENTRIES ARE WSYRLLY \ CARs =\\ al. & cl



sample page and format (see sketch below. Letters 
are keyed to explanation which follows) 

A) Appearing in upper left hand corner, title of subject, and the 
number assigned to 1t on the subject list at the beginning of the 
index. 

B) Running downjthe left hand side, and underlined, the CD numbers 
assinged by the Warren Commission and National Archives to the 
Gemberling Report reaarding the particular entry. (The date on 
the Gemberling report appears, underlined, somewhere on the 
right hand side. See "H*") | 

C) Immediately to the ri@ht of the CD number, there 1s an "open 
parenthesis"; just inside the parenthesis is a roman numeral 
followed by a captial letter. This is the deségnation from the 
table of contents of the Gemberling report covering the section 
being referred to. 

D) Following the roman numeral designation, there ls a semi-colon, and 
then some paré numbers; these are the page numbers listed in the 
Gemberling table of contents for that report, which apply 
to the particular section cited by the roman numeral designation 

EZ&EF) respectively, section and subjection head, as in table of contents. Example: if the table of contents reads , in the Gemberling )¢£ ‘he. L report assigned CD # 1878: | GC Kepert 
"II Tracing of weapons connected with Lee Harvey Oswald 50- 65 

A) Oswald's Water. Pistol... wesesceceves 51-55 
B) Oswald's Carcandscccccecsveccaccces 56-58 *® 

and we are concerned with II-A, it will appear as 

“CD 1873 (II-A; 51-55; Tracing of weapons connected with LHO/ 
-_ Oswald's water pistol)" 

G) Listed beneath the CD #, the ABNP pages (available but not published) "s jndicates first pare of a sequence, and is, therefore, 
probably a title page. If this is the case, it will be 
onitted from the microfilm order to the archives, based on this index, and thereby saving about 10% cost on many subjects. 

H) Date of Gemberling report corresponding to this CD number, I) Following the acronym "sny", and enclosed in the parenthesis: that portion of the synopsis which applies.(See note 12, "Notes and Con J) ae oe of published pages, if any, and the CE #s. Also, withheld pages, anye 

K) total of abnp pares on this particular subject. 
“Two numbers appear:the one pref@eded by the "*" Indicates 
title pages, which wlll not be ordered, un@ess this 
designation turns out to be erroneous. The other number is the 
page count which Is the realistic basis for computing the 
price. ( *pp=6; abnp=40 means there are 40 pares to be 

orde~ed, and possibly 6 more, if the flrst pages of 
particular sequences turn out not to be title pages.)
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subject List tor Available but Not Published (ABNP) 
pases from Archives Documents re JFK Assassination : 

Alleged rifle practice by LHO (abnp=59; *pp=6) abnp=35_ 
Alleged attempt to purchase car (Downtown Lincoln Mercury, otheryY 
-Activities, alleged, by LHO at Irving Texas ( *pp=5;abnp =55) 

a) Irving Sport Shop; (scope mounting, gun repair tag) 
b) Visit to furniture store (Edith Whitworth etc.) 
c) Hwéhinson's market; barber(Clifton's barber shop; Shaesteen) 

Other (2,16 | | 

(3,12) LHO/other rifles (besides carcano associated with 6th floor, ISEDy 
Assassination witnesses (14,254) 
Tippit (murder of) (6,80) 
Attempts to trace ammunition for Carcano (3,34) 
jap (1,8) | - 
Pistol allegedly owned by LHO and associated with Tippit murder (3.9) 
FBI laboratory examinations ( 7, approx 200) 
FBI fingerprint examinatihons ( 5, 21) . 
TSBD crime scene: 

&) wrapping paper in shape of beg; tape (3,20) 
b) cartons (2,28) 
©) coke bottle, chicken remains (1,6) 
a) shirt (2,22) 
e) other (8,42) 

Not used 
Miscellaneous. (Not to be confused with subject heads heaving (17,108) 

to do with material titled "Miscellaneous" in Gemberling Reports 
LHO address book (5,49) (8,98 ) 
LHO Mexico trip (from NO departure to and including Dallas return) / 
Not ueed : 
LHO-witherifle pictures ( 3,14) 
Richard M. Nixon incident (4,14) 
Tracing of Carcano, C2766 (alleged assassination weapon) (3,53) 
Unused 
Ruby . 
Missed shots (5,30) 

23a) Tague | 
23b) Other 

Walker (6,42) 
a) shooting 
b) Duff/LHO allegations: Durf 
c) Other 

Not used 
Not used 
Not used 
Not used 
Other alleged, credible activites of LHO (3,16) 
Attempt to trace sling on Carcano rifle ( 2,12) 
LHO employment (appears as part of background tnovestigation) (8,143) 
Background investigation 
a) Associates, acquaintances and others allegedly in(5,115) 

past contact witt subject 
b) Miscellaneous ( 
c) Residences 
d) Neighborhoods 
ée) Relatives 
f) Education, data related to attmndance at various schools 
z=) other | 

(the above headings for topic 32 are those used in the table of 
Contents of tne Gemberling reports; from which this index was 
constructed) 

3244 Background investigation contained in CD 5 (not subtitled) 
CD) (2, 118) 

ram . . d | 7 
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33) 

34) 

35) 

36) 

37) 

38) 

subject list for abnp index, continued 

Material from sections of Gemberling Reports which bear the 
main title: "Other Investication relating to Lee Harvey Oswald" 

A) No subhesd, or "Niscellaneous" subhead. 
OF UNKNOWN CONTENT (4,104) 

B) Subhead exists, giving Information on nature of content. 
Evaluation: KNOWN CONTENT, UNKNOWN VALUE (11,62) 

C) Subhead exists, giving information on nature of conent: 
Evaluation: KNOWN CONTENT: APPEARS VALUELESS Kk 

Material from sections of Gemberling Reports which bear 
the main title: "Miscellaneous Alleged Activities of Lee 

Harvey Oswald® 

A) No subhead, or "Miscellaneous" subhead. 
Evaluation: of UNKNOWN CONTENT (3, 148) 

B) Subhead pxists, giving information on nature of conbent, 
Evaluation: Known content: UNKNOWN VALUE. (5,64) 

C) Subhead exists, giving information on nature of consent 
Evaluation: KNOWN CONTENT: APPEARS VALUELESS. 

Special topics appearing in CD SEIT, V, IX, XI, Xf23 XIIT) 
BY 

| ~~. FEI) 
CD 5: Crime Scene and Related Searches end results oF Ci. 

FBI laboratory and other related examinathons == 
(for this CD only, finserprint, laboratory, and 
other items of evidence are not broken down by subhead 
but, rather, all mixed together) (1, 63) 

Sections of Gemberlihg Reports entitled: "Allegations regarding 
Acquaintanceshbp of Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack L. Ruby" 

or any other material which falls within this cateogory 

Material from Gemberling reports which has not been indexed 

A) CD 1295 and CD 1408 . 

B) All material listed under subject # 37 
C) Subsection of "Background Investication" entitled: 

“Interviews with Marina Nikolaevna Oswald, nee Prusakova, 
also Known «s Mrs. Lee Harvey Oswald, and Data concerning" 

D) Other sections of Gemberling reports (all remaining) 

Note: Numbers in parenthesis appearing after each listing are 
explained in note 12 of "Notes and comments"



tncex subject #1: 

cD 7 

232% 

233- 
235 
258-266 
268-278 

CD 205 (II-E; 89-129; 
Practice by Lee 

withheld: 

107-109. 
124-229 

_withheid: Hone 

(syn: 

(syn: 

reports thus far not substantiated.) 

Alleged rifle practice by LHO 

(IV-C; 232-278;Tracing of Weapons connected with 
Alleged Target Practice by LHO) 

LHO/ 

Dec 10 1963 
published: _t 

CDpp CE 
236-238  ~2909 
239-240 2910 
241 2911 
242 29128 
243-245 2913 
2146 2914 
24.7-8 2915 
249-50 2916 
251-252 2917 
253 2933 
254-255 2934 
oo. 257 2935 
267 294 

same as in CD 7/Allesed Target 
“arvey Oswald » et cetera) 

none 

(note: see 
topic ll, 
lab exans 
submitted 

also 
and fbi 
on shells 
which 

don't check out) 

iInvestiscation concerning alle ed target practice 
with rifle by Oswald tn Yallas vicinity conducted.) 

Dec 23, 1963 
published: 
CDpp..si(‘éC#ESs 
92-92 2903 
94 2446 
95 ‘2904 
96 2419 
98 2905 
99 2906 
180-101 2918 
102 2919 
103 2920 
104 2921 
105-6 2922 
110 292 
111 2924 
112-113 3710 
114 2925 
115 2926 
116 2927 
117 2928 
118 2929 
119 29390 
120 293% 
121 2832 
‘122-123 82549 

several reports receiZved that Oswald was terget 
practicing with rifle before assassination but such



\ndex subject #1, cpontinued_ 

CD 206 (II-B; 30-37; same as CD 7/ Alleged target practice by LHO) 

30% withheld: none published: none 1/7/64 
31-37 

Syn: nothing. 

Other Investigation Relating to LHO/ 
CD 735_ (III~D;/Possible Target Practice Locations; 285-289) 

285%. | no synopsiSe. 
286- 

289 

CD 897, (II-B;Investisation Concerning Ammunition, Possible Target 
‘Practice Locations and Related Data/ Passible target Practive 

107% Locations and Related Data; 107-124) 
108-1134 415 64 

withheld:none published: 
pli5= CD 2897 

ppl16-124=2898 
(syn: Investigation conducted to locate target practice 
area used by Oswald with negative results) 

CD 1546 (III-C; 131-140; Other Investigation relating to LHO/ 
Investigation concerning alleged rifle practice by LHO 

131* at Sports Drome Rifle Range, Dallas, Texas) 
132+137. withheld:none “~ published: ppl138-140=CE 3077 

Oct. 8, 1964 
(syn: Floyd Davis and Mrs. Virginia Davis who operate 

. Sports drome rifle ran e, Dallas, Texus, made avallable | 
only records reflecting identities of individuals who used 
such range from 10 26 63 to 11 3 63. Mrs. Gerland G. 
Slack states she was at Sports drome rifle ran e with her 
husband on 1117 63 and thet she @id not see Oswald or 
anyone resemblin hi. She stated she believes her 
Busband is confused as to the date he saw individual 
he thought was Oswald.) : 

*pp=6 abnp=59



{ndex subject #: 2 LHO attempt (alleged) to purchase car 
(Downtown lincoln-mercuy/ any other) 

CD 5 Note: nothing explicitly titled asssuch in the table of 
contents. However, the index to CD 5 lists Bogard on 

362 p362 & 364 (3644365=CE 3071) and"downtown lincoln mercury" 
363 also on p362. 

Nov 30, 1963_ 

CD 7 (Nothing listed explictly in table of contents: 
| No names in Mndex on this matter) 

CD 205 ( synopsis indicates material on this subject included 
D1. in section IV: Other Investiration Nelating to Lee 

- Ha Oswal 
21300 ew Onweia) ‘Dec 23 1963 

(syn: Individuals at Downtown Lincoln-Mercury, Dallas, on 
reinterview, state Oswald test drove new comet approximately 
two weeks before assassination.) 

(index; CD 205 Bogard: 211,214 (2187) 
. Downtown Lincoln Mercury 211 

unpbitished: 210-213; published: 214-219: cE 2969 
, 218-218: CE 3091 

CD 206 Nothing listed in table of contents; nor in index. 

CD 329 (V-A; 60-80; Other Investigation Relating to LHO/ 
Alleged Contact by Lee Harvey Oswald to Purchase 

- 60* Car at Dallas) + 1 22 64 
62-80 

withheld: none published: none 

(syn: Additional investi: ation conducted concerning Oswald's 
alleged effort to purchase car at Dallas, Texas on 
11 9 63. Ruth Paine states Oswald was at her. residence 
on afternoon of 11 9 53 and in her opinion it would have 
been impossible for Oswald to have been at Downtown Lincoln 
Mercury , Dallas, on that date.) 

CD 385 (V-4:79-83; Other Investization Relating to LHO/ 
Allexed Contact by LHO to Purchase cur at Dallas) 

: ) 211 64 
80- withheld: none published: none 

(syn: Albert Bogard advised he was positive he made 
demonstration ride of an auto to an individual he belleved 

to be Oswald on 11 9 63, and states he isssure of date 
because car demonstrated available for his use only om that 
date. (emph. added) Previous interviews of Mrs. Paine 
have Indicated Oswald did not leave Paine residence for 
period of time long enouch for him to have talcen 
demonstration rlde on 11 9 63.) 

GX
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index subject #2, continued 
3°10 64 

CD 735 (IIIB; 274-275; Other Investigation ftelating to LHO/ 

oe Alleged contact by Lee Harvey Oswald to Purchase Car atDalilas) 

Withheld: none published:none , 
Synopsis: HXENKAX@Y no synopsis. 

CD 1546 (IlI-A; 109-122; Other Investigation Relating to LHO/ 
Alleged contact by LHO to Purchase car at downtown ° 

109* lincoln mercury, dallas texas) 
113-114 
121-123 (syn: concerning allesed contact by LHO to purchese car... 

Bogard states he prepared customer's purchase shbet; but, 
inasmuch as Individual believed to be Oswald declined 
to sign purchase order, he tore up and threw away. States 
{ndividual did not show him any identification.) 

withheld: none published: CDpp CE# 
Ti0—112 3073 
115-118 3078 
119-120 3079 

i 

*pp=4 

abnp pp= 35



index subject #: 34 Activities, alleged, by LHO at Irving, Texas/ 
Irving Sport Shop, (scope mounting, gun repair tag) 

grnsubitvor thine hisete(turgie cuoeoraEe 

D5 (nothing listed in table of contents) 
11 30 63 

index lists p395,396 as Irving Sport Shot 

395= CE 1325 — , 
396= CE 1326 ; 

CD 7 (nothing listed, table of contents;nothing listed in index.) 

CD 205 (II-A; 61-67; Tarcing of Weapons connected with LHO/ | 
Allegations regarding mounting of scope on rifle) 

61% | “12 23 63 
62-64 (syn: nothing) withheld: none published: 
67 : CH pp CE# 

po5 1327: 
pé6 1329 

CD 329 (II-C; 45-49; Tracine of weapons connected with LHO/ 
Allegation re possible mounting of scope on assassination 

Oe Weapon) 
4649 1 22 64 

(syn: Investigation regarding allegation that individual 
named Stacy may have had something to do with telescopic 
signt on assassination weapon, negative.) 

Withheld: none published: none 

CD 205 (VII-G-1; 650-656; Background Investigation/ Miscellaneous/ 
Police records and credit checks and inquiries 

650* relative to pbssible gun repair work. (650-656) 
651-653 aon . 

withheld: none published: 654-656=CE 1332 | Dec 23 1963 

(note when ordering: check that CE 1332 is not 
gun repair check; otherwidge, order) 
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index subject # 3A and 3B mixed entries contained on this page 

CD 1395 (II-E; 55-90; Investigation re physclal evidence and 
Grime scenes/ Repair tag for gun in name "Oswald" at 
Irving sports shop, Irving, Texas, and AlIeged visit 

55% by LHO and wife to furniture mart of Mrs. Edith 
56-90 Whitworth at Irving) Bucust 5, 1964 

(syn: Additional investigation conducted with negative 
results concerning claim by Mrs. Edith Whitworth that 
she directed Oswald familly to Irving Sports Shop, Irving, 
Texas, in early November, 1963 which investigation 
consisted of interviews of certain parents of female 
bables born 10 20 63, in the Irving and Dallas, Texas 
area to determine if they were the Individuals belleved 

‘by Mrs. Whitworth to haveH been the Oswald family.) 

published: none withheld: none 

CD 1518 (II-A; 17-26; Investigation fe Physcial Evidence and 
ha Crime Scenes/ repair tag for gun in name "Oswald" 

at Irving Sports shop, Irving Texas;and alleged visit 
{S-2G by LHO and his wife and children to furniture mart of 

Mrs. Edith Whitworth at Irving Texas) 

(syn: &fiditional investheation conducted.. without substantiating 
sane) 

*pp = 5 

abnp = 55



Index 

CD 5 

See 
LEA 

CD 7 

See 

334A 

CD 20 

628xX8 

— 633-4 

subject # 3-C : Alleged activity of LHO in Irving, Texas; 
Visit to Hutchinson's supermarket; 
Vist to Clifton's Yarbershop 
Other 

No listings explicitly titled as such; no Listing in index for 
Shasteen, Clifton's barber shop. 
Other alleged activities at Irving, Texas might appear under 
tople XIII of CD 5, “Other Investication". If so, wbhuld 
bé covered in this index as topic Wik: Pimrrlic»ree:s, Special Matl — 
in CD 5" pee Saab! 11 3063" 

No listings in either table of contents, nor CD 7 Index. 
Other alleged activities at Irving, Texas could possibly appear 
under CD 7, section VI: "Other Investigation Relating to LHO"; 
This would be included in this index under topic 33A, which 
concerns sections of Gemberling reports which contain this 
title, but no subheadings to indleate content, 

12 10 63 

XXXXAXXGXX4X Nothing explicitly titled as such. 
(however, the following appears under VII-& Background finvestiga- 
tion/Nssociates, acquaintances and others alleredly in past conta. 

listed by CD 205 index under Hutchinson supermarket, pp 628-9 
(629- 632 published, CE 2789). - 

12 23 63 

(index indicates 6339 635 concern Clifford Shas teen) 
635-6= CE 2209 

(synopsis quote: clifford M. Shasteen, barber, 1321 south story, 
Irving, Texas, advised that on several occassions in past 
two or three months, oswald entered shop in company of a 
fourteen year old boy who once mehtioned “we will only be 
free wheneveryone has the same, when everyone is equal." ) 

CD.1245 (III-H; 190-197)(Other Investisation Relating to LHO--Information 

190* 

from Michael Paine who reportedly discussed Oswald with 
Students of Southern Methodist University, Dallas; Texas, 
in Sprig of 1963) 

72 64 
191-197 

CD 1546 (III-B; Other Investigation Relating to LHO/Allegation that 

123% 
125-130 

Lee Harvey Oswald was in @lifton's gvarbershop Irving Texas, 
.on Several occassions before the assassination) (123-130) 

(syn: additional investigation conducted concerninge.. 
(then continues same quote as above) ) 

pl2h = CE 31300 10 6 64 
Nothine withheld on topic 3C 

*pp= 2 

fabnp pp: 16



Index subject #: 4 LHO, possession of rifles other than Carcano found 
at TSBD; other rifles that may have relevance 

to this case 

CD 205 (II-B; 68-73; Allaged Sale of Rifle in March or April, 1963) 
BH withheld: none published:none 

69-73 | 12 23 63 

CD 329 {II-B; 43-44; Tracing of Weapons Connected with LHO/ 
: 2" : Shotgun in Russia) + 22 64 

yy ncn 
(syn: Data in effects of Oswald reflecting he was member of 
Byelorussian Society of Hunters and Fisherman, 
Collective No. 3, and had registered a weapon, caliber 616, 
N 64631, manufactured by “ISHK 59." wh: none publ none 

CD 1518 (II-E; Invesitgation rétating to physclal evidence and 
Crime Sceries; Two cartridses obtained from Clyde J. 

Apt Watts,attorney, who alleges such cartridges came from 
48.53 residence of William McEwan Duff, former Employee of 

General Edwin A. Walker at Dallas) 9.19 64 

(syn: two cartridges, approximately .30 caliber, 33" 
in length, steel-jacketed, received from Clyde J. Watts, 
Oklahoma City, who alleged such certridges came from 
residence of William McEwan Duff, a former employee 
of General Edin A. Walker, at Dallas, Texas.) 

nothing withheld; Nothing published 

*pp=3; fapnp pp=% 12



Index subject #: 5 Assassination Witnesses 

CD 5 (III, 11-72; Assassination Witnesses) 11/30/63 Published (CD 5,III, 
hE 11-72) 
12-19 (syn: Assassination witnesses placed Lee 
26-27 Harvey Oswald inbuilding at 411 Elm CD pp GE 
30-35 Street shortly before assassination 20~25 2782 
38-43 ' and immediately thereafter. One 28~29 1425 
AS Witness, Howard Leslie Brennan, saw 36-37 — 1426 
49-50 man in window near the corner of the Wh, 1427 
52 floor beneath the top floor with what 46-47 1428 
58-59 appeared to be a heavy rifle in his 48 1429 

63-67 hands taking deliberate aim and, 51 1430 
70 ' after having flred the third shot, 53 1431 

he observed this person place the butt BAe 55 1432 | 
of the rifle on the floor and step 56-57 112? 
Slightly back momentarily to observe 60-61 143 
the scene which was creéted below 62 1435 

from the firing of the shots. This 68 14-36 
witness later pleked Oswald from a 69 7 1967 
police lineup as looking most like 71 1993 — 
the person he observed in the Window, 22 1992 
but did not make positive identifica- | 

tion.) . withheld pares: none 

CD ?_ (I, 2-37; Additional Assn Witnesses) (12/10/63) 
a HH published (CD 7, I) 

- CD “CEA 
-19-20 L7aib ogee 
23 21-22 2085 
27-29 24.25 2086 
31-37 26 2087 . 

30 2088 withheld: none 

(syn: Additional assassination wltnesses interviewed.) 

CD 205 (I, 5-59; Additional Assn Witnesses ) (12/23/63) 
e published (CD 205, I) 

- 34 CD pp CE# 

39-59 36-36 2089 
37 -2090 
38 2091 Withheld: none 

(syn: Amos Lee Euins, Age 14, states saw white man, © 
whom he cannot identify, in window of Texas 
School Book Depository (@SBD) with rifle after 
first shot and observed this man fire second 
and third shots and what he believes may 
have been fourt shot. Arnold Louis 
Rowland stateshe saw man with a rifle 
in the southwest corner (shots fired from 
southeast corner) of sixth floor of TSBD at 
about 12:15 p.m., 11 22 63. (This was 
approximately 15 minutes before shooting.)



Index subject #: 5, Assn Witnesses, continued 

CD 206 (I, Additional Assassination Witnesses; 4-23) A/7/64%) 
Ge | 
5-23 published: none. withheld: none 

(syn:Efforts to identify employee at Union Terminal 
Company, Dallas, by name of (FNU) BRENNAN, 
negative. Jack Edwin Dougherty, employee at. 
Texas School BookDepository, who had 
difficulty correlating his speech, reinterviewed 
and states he saw Oswald at approximately 11:00 A.H., 
11-22-63, on sixth floor of TSBD, but did not see him EX&X# 
thereafter. Eddie Plper, employee at TSBD» 
edvised he came to work at 10:AM., 11 22 63, 
and shortly thereafter saw Oswald on first 
floor, but could not recall exect time. Did not 
see Osweld after shots fired. Ralph Leon Yates, 
employee, Texas Butcher Supply Company (TBSC), Dallas 
states his reason for golng to Charlie's Meat Market 
on 11 - 20 or 11 -21-63 was to pick up a small 
check payable to TBSC,but employees at TbSC deny 
giving Tates such check.) (Index: Yates--p21) 

CD 329 (I, 4-36; Additional Assassination Witnesses) (1/22/64) 
% 

5-6 
9-16 
22-24 
28-34 

publi shed - Withheld: none 

CD pp CE # ‘published (contd ) 

7a 2006 — ‘ 20 2100- > 27 e404 

17-18 2098 21 2101 © B5-6 2105 
25 2102 

ro 

2 

° 0). 26 2103, 
(syn: Roy S. Truly, superintendent, TSBD,Dallas, Texas, 
expressed opinion Oswald did not plan assassination before AB 
approximately 10:30 a.m., 11 21 63, which was 
approximate time the Dallas Times Herald newspaper 
appeared on streets displaying schedule of President's 
route prominently in middle of front page. Howard 
Leslie Brennan, who saw man in sixth floor window near 
southeast corner of TSHD at time of assassination, 
reinterviewed and states saw man in this window prior 
to first shot without rifle. <éfter hearing first shot, 
looked at same window and saw man take deliberate alm 
ané shoot rifle. He thereafter ran to notify police 
‘officer that shots came from TSBD. Previous investigation 
reflected Oswald claimed in interview after assassination 
tohave eaten his lunch off 11 22 63 in lunchroom at 
TSBD, and recalled two Negro employees walked into 
the room durins this period,and stated one of them was 
known as "Junior." "Junior" identified as James Earl 
Jarman, Jr. Jarman and others who were with him just 
prior to assassination, deny having seen Oswald in 
lunchroom at TSBD. Lillian Mooneyham, from window in 
Records Building, states heard shots and immedtately there- 
after observed figure of man standing in a sixth floor . 
window of TSBD behind some cardboard boxes. Whe could 
not make out man's features and could not describe him. Other 

individuals who wathhed motorcede from: wecords Buildin: 

Interviewed.)



Index subject #: 5, assn witnesses, contd 

CD 38 (I, 4-27; Additional Assassination Witnesses) Feb ll, 1964 

published withheld none, 
CDpp CE# race 
10 1998 
11-12 2106 
14 2107 
18-19 2108 
22 2109 
23 2110 

(Syn:Identity of individual resembling Oswald depicted 
{n several magazine and newspaper photographs as s 
Standing 1n doorway on the left at TSBD at time of 
assn esfablished as Billy Nolan Lovelady, employee 
ef TSBD Additional assassination witnesses 
interviewed who heard shots but did not observe 
Window at TSBD from which shots flred.Movie Camera of 
Orville Nix. used by him in taking pictures of 
Fresidential motorcad obtained for examinetion by 
EBI Laboratory. Richard Randolphy Carr reinterviewed 
to clarify alleged statement attributed to him 
that Oswald had not assassinated President Kennedyand 
he furnished signed statement thatany statements 
made by him to this effect were merely express@ons 
of his opinions.) 

cD 89 (I, 4-76; Additional Assassination Witnesses)(I-~A,I-B,I-¢) 
a 

13-14 
19-21 
12 

22% 

2 3— 56 

57% 
5a-6h 

(I-A. Witnesses at Triple Underpass; 521) 
published 15-17 = 1422,3,&4 respectively 
withheld: none published: pp7,8,9,10,11=CE1416,17,18,19,20 
Note: pl2 unaccounted for on Fensterwald/Hoch list 

(syn: Witnesses to assassination who were at, or in vielinity, 
triple underpass ust of TSBD identified and interviewed: 
White smoke believed to be from motorcycle abandoned 
on grassy slope by Dallas policeman after shots flred. 
Police officer stationed on east side of railroad over- 
pass states shots sounded as if they came from direction 
of TSBD. No specific information developed that 
shots came from overpass areayz) 

(I-B. Other witnesses and related Data; 22-56) 

published:none: Withheld: None | 

(syn:Efforts to identify white man with brown raincoat 
and hat running west from TSBD after shots fired 
as described by Mrs. Jean Lollis Hill negative.) 

(I-C, 57-76; Background Inquiries concerning Arnold 
Louls Rowland) 

published 65-76=CE 2644 withheld none. 
(syn: Sackground investigation on Arnold Rowland, who test- 

ified before Fresident's Commission 3 10 64, | 
disproves certaln statements made by him to 
President's commission concerning himself.) 



index subject #: 5, assassination witnesses, continued 

CD 1245 (I, Additional Assassination Witnesses, 453) 7/2/64 

published: none; withheld: none 

(5+10) indexed under subject 14B (Belknap) 

(11-17) Colpix records (not indexed ) 

(18-22) See tope 22 (Ruby) 

2-34  (I-D. Investigation concerning Article in May 24, 1964, issue 
23% of the New York Herald Tribune, written by Dom Bonafede, 

and comment appearing in “Chicago American," 
issue of May 25, 1964, in column entitled “Daly Diary, " 
by Maggle Daly) 

(syn: James Altgens, Associated Press photographer, advised | 
he took three photographs at scene of assassination one 
of which was photograph depicting individual standing 
in doorway of Texas School Book Depository who 
resembled Oswald, which appeered in 5 24 64 issue 
of New York Herald Tribune, Magazine section, with article 
by Dom Bonafede. Individual in photograph identifled 
by previous investigation as Billy Nolan Lovelady.) 

, (31-34) See 23 A. (Tague, missed shots) | 

(35-41) See 23 B. (Missed shots, other than tague) 

(42~53) See 14 B. (Photos taken of motorcade) (14B=Miscellaneous) 

170* (III-F; 170-183; Investigation concerning. article from the 
181-183 "National Guardian" of May 9,1964, in which Mark Lene 

claims US Secret Service deliberately planted a false 
story in the press to cast further guilt on Oswald.) 

published . Withheld _ 
171-180=CE 2579 none (syn: same as above) 

CD 1395 (I, 4-8; 4#dditional Assassination Witness) 8/5/64 

5-8 publibhed: none withheld: none | , 

(syn: Cldtile Williams heard assassination shots while standing 
on northwest corner of Houston andElm Streets, Dallas 
Texas, but did not see anything that aroused her 
Suspicion and did not know from where the shots 
cane. ) . | 

CD 31518 (I, 8-15; Additional Assassination Witnesses) 9/19/64 
published: none withheld: none 

id (I-A;4-9; Alleged Assassination Witness, Malcolm Jerry Hoy) 

(syn: Malcolm Jerry Hoy is alleged to have stated hé saw 
10* assassination. LA office located and intervie ed HOY.) 
11-15 (I-B; 10-15; Contact of Lee Bowers by Mrs. “ark Martin as to 

what Bowers had seen on day of assassination) 
(syn: Bowers reilnterviecwed concerning hishaving been 

contacted by Mrs. Martin of Oklahoma, who desceri bed: 
herself as private individual conducting her own 
investigation into the assassination.) 

( ): numbers jn. parenthegis, means indexed elsewhere. Not included 
™ ne om,



index subject #: 5, assassination witnesses, continued 

CD 1546 (I, 4=9; Additional Assassination Witnesses) ,10 8 64 

St (I-A; 5-9; AllegatiLo by Mrs. Cora Hazlewood that she 
6-9 #% saw on television the rifle being fired from TSBD- 

Window by man having LHO's build and complexion) 
published: none withheld: none 

##omit from film order. Nute 

subj.5,abnp pp: 252 

K ppl ie 
wh. none.



index subject #: 6 Tippit (murder of) 

CD 5 (IV; Shooting of Dallas Police Officer J.D. Tippit; 73-82) 

. November 30, 1963 
(syn:Dallas police department , Dallas, Texas, received 

report of this (the President's--DSL) shooting 
at 12:35 pem. Oswald then proceeded to Oak Clif. 
section of Dallas via bus, cab and on foot » to 
400 block of East Tenth Street, where he shot Dallas 
Police Officer J.D. Tippit.) 

oe withheld: none  published:none 74-82 

CD_329 (IV-B; Other Investigation Relating to Lee Harvey Oswald/ 
) Shooting of Dalles Police Officer J.D. Tippit; 81-85) 

81% dan 22 1964 
82-85 (syn: identities of four individuals Who may heve witnessed 

shooting of Dellas police officer J.D. Tippit, obtained) 

CD 7? nothing explicitly listed in Toc 12 10 63 
“Tippit" ,in index only appears on pa es having to do with 
tracing of pistol, and with shirt of Oswald, bnéeH of which 
appear under appropriate section of # 12(shirt) and other 
appears under #9 (Pistol). , 

Conceivably, materlal could bppear under VI,"Other 
Investigation", without labelled subsection, in which case 

it would be under 33A. 

CD 205 . Nothing explicitly titled. Only "Tippit" in index 12 23 63 
Would appear under 12e (Crime Lab---other). If untitled 
under "Other Investigation", will be in 33A. 

CD 206 Not titled. "Tippit" doesn't even have entry in index, 
1 7.64 

CD 385 (V-B; 84-98; Other Investigation Relating to LHO/ 
Shooting of Dallas Police Officer J.D. Tippit) 211 64 Be. withheld: none published: p86=CE 2523 

87-98 (syn:Two individuals positively identified photograph 
of Oswald as person leaving area where Dallas Police 
officer J.D.Tippit was shot.) 

CD 735 (YIZ-A; 261-273; Other Investigation relating to LHO/ 
| Shooting of DPD Officer J.D. Thppit and Related Events) 

262-273 withheld: none published: none 3_10_64 

Synopsis: none for this CD 

CD 897 (III-K; 231-266;Investigation relating to Physcial Evidence 
and crime scenes, including description of phtos taken, 

231 FBI lab and related examinatlons/Shooting of DPD Officer 
232- J.D. Tippit, Autopsy Report and related data) 415 64 
266 Withheld: none published:none 

(syn: photos and other investigation conducted in vicinity 
of shooting of Tippit; report of autopsy of Tippit obtained; 
together with three additional Slugs revovered from body of Tippit. No conclusion reached as to whether or not these three bullets were fired from same weapon or whether or not they were fired from Oswald's revolver. ) )



index subject #: 6 (contd) 

CD 1518 (III-B; 64-71; Offer Investigation relating to LHO,; 
Affadavits obtained from Mrs. Mary Brock, Robert 

64 Brock, B.M. Patterson and LJ Hewls concerning their observations 
65- Immediately after shooting of Dallas Police Officer 
71 JD Tippit) 

. withheld:none published: none 

(syn: same) 

. III-c 
CD 1395 REEXG/ Other Investigation Relating to LHO/ 

interviews with Warren Reynolds concerning his contacts with 
General Walker; ) 

(114- | 
120) see Index subject # 2c, 

*pp = 6 

abnp pp= 80
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subj #: 6 Nom Gemberling Tippit Archives Documents 

CD 630 all abnp 

Letter from Director, FBI, W/attercserseeeee3 26 64 
(a) Volume entitled "Killing of Dallas 

Patrolman JD Tippit® 

Barrett (b) Memo of interview with WW Scoggins 3 17 64, Dallas 

Barrett (c) Memo of interwiewwith Mrs. Helen Markham : 
' 317 64 Dalles 

Carter (ad) Memo of interview with Mr. fed Callaway 

319 64 Dallas 

Larsen and(e) Memo of interview with Barbara Jeanette Davis 
‘Albert | | 312°64 Dallas 

Lee and (f) Memo of interview with Virgina D:-vis3 12 64% Athens, Tex 
Barrett 

"  (g) Memo of interview with Capt. Glen King 3 17 64% Dallas 

. (h) Memo stating time necessary to walk from 
Barrett washater\a, 328 E. 9th St., to NW cornerof 

intersection at ElO0th and Patton Sts., 317 64 Dallas 

Lee (1) Memo of pertinent data conc rning aerial ph tographs 
of area listed in (h) above . 317 64 Dallas



Index 
Subject #7: Attempts to trace 6.5 carcano ammunition 

Tracing of Weapons associated with LHO/ 
CD 205 (II-D; 83-88;/Efforts to Trace Source of 6.5 mm 
g 3 mannlicher-Carcano Cartridges ) 12 23 63 
ra 88 (syn: Efforts made to trace Oswald's source of 6. m Maiiirlicher — 

Carcano cartridges, negative) co 

published: none; witnoheld: none 

Cbd 385 (II. Efforts to trace ammunition and sling for assassination 
20% weapon) (28-30) 2 11. 64 
29~30 | 

(synopsis indicates results were negative) 

Investigation Conterning Ammo, Target Practice, etc. 
CD 897 (II-~A./78-106; Live roundof 6.5 ammunition allegedly found 
28% on Lee Larvey Oswald at timebf Arrest and efforts to 
79-106 | locate source of Oswald's ammunition; 78-106) 

(syn:LEve round of 6.5 ammunition alleged in newspaper to 
have been taken from Oswald's person at time of 
arrest determined to have been found at scene of 
assass\natione #15 64 

Efforts to locate Oswald's source of 6.5 ammunition 
revealed only two sources which hanlde such ammunition 
and both deny selling same to him. ) 

abnp 34 

*pp 3



Index subject # 8 Map 
12 23 63 

CD 205 ( III-B; Crime Scene and Related searches and results of 
136% FEI lab examinations) | 
137-144 ( Analys s of Dallas City Man Obtained from ftoom of 

Lee Harvey Oswald) (136-144) 

pp*= 1 

abnp=3 
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index-subject #9: tracing of LHO's plstol 

CD 5 nothing listedg explicitly in TOC; no George Rose, orMichaelis,or 
Seaport Traders etc. in index of CD 5 11 30 63 

CD 7 (IV-B; 223-231; Tracing of Weapons Connected with Lee 
Harvey Oswald--Smith and Wesson .38 Caliber Weapon, 

223% Serial number V510210) 12.10 63 

| $224-2284 (syn: Smith and Wesson .38 revolver, Serial Number 
V510210, obtained in March , 1963, by Oswald as A. 

231 Hidell from George Rose and Company, Incorporated, 
Los Angeles, California.) 

(229-230 = CE 3088 (XXVI,700) ) 

CD 205 ( TI-F; 130-131; Tracing of Weapons connected with LHO/ 
130* Smith ahd Wesson .38 caliber weapon serial number 

V510210) 12 23 63 
131 , 

CD 206. (II-C. Tracing of weapons connected with LHO; smith and 
38" wesson .38 caliber weapon, serial no. v510210; 38—40) 
QmLLO | an - 1 7 64 

HHH. 

, fi 
Withheld: none. . 
Published: as shown (CD 7, only)



index sub ject 10: FBI Laboratory examinations 

D5 (VII, 116-189} Crims Scene Searches...and results of FBI lab 
examinations) 22°30 63 © 

cae. 122, crime scene search, ee 
124-133 — fbi lab, 

135-138 foi fingerprint---all mixed together here, 
142 
145-170 (this material avallable through #36) 
172=175 listed hereonly for cross reference purposes. 
178-189) — 

122 10 63 
gp 4 (V-D; Crimes Scene and related searches and results of FBI 

319 lab exams...FBI laboratory examinations 319-361 ) : 
320-321 ; 

. 3235< (syn: fbi lab has identified handwriting and handprinting 
BAT; on application for FO Box 6225 and 2915 

551- as that of Oswald) 
361; published: p322= CE 1056; p348.~50=CE CE 2462 

12 23 63 
CD 205 (III-D: KB¥XMG151-199; Crime Scene and Related Searches and Results 
wee? of FBI lab examinations...FBI Lab Examinations) 
152-179 
181-194 syn: FBI lab examination of P,hesident Kennedy's clothing 
197-199 worn at time of assassination revealed minute 

clthng:traces of copper on the fabrics surrounding the holes 
in the back of the coat and shirt. Evidence bullets 

bullts:submitted have been determined to.be clad with copper 
metal. Translation of undated letter written in Rssian 

ltr: language, found by wife of Oswald on night of 4 10 63 
and left at Faine residence ..turned over to Dallas 
FoI office by US Secret Service..reflected writer 
anticipated becoming involved in some difficulty. 
Writer of this letter identified as being Oswald 
through handwriting comparision. 

wikr Examination of walker bullet. 
bit; Cartridge cases recovered from “plac: s were LHO allegedly 

cartr practiced with rifle..... &6 
cases: publisehd:pl80= CE 1352; pl95&CE 1148 

u CAUSES 
CD 206 (III-A; published as CE 2444) (> CHANCE ) 6 Start Ling Sto. @4 

Viv vous che Cree 

gh Ze 329 (SII; 50-58; Resuits of FBI Laboratory Examinations) y 22 64 
1-58 oo 
50% (syn: FBI lab exam of two books in russian entitled 

"Book of Useful Advice" and "Our Ghildren" didnot reveal 
any indications they were used for code or cirher purposes. 

Exmaination of blue jacket reveals brown head hairs. -hairs 
match in mirrosopic charac eristics hair sampes of 0) 

CD 385 (IV-F; 57-70; Investisation relating to phy seta tthe 
57* including § FEI laborstory and related examinations; 57-70) 

E2658 (syn: FBI lab examination of additional evidence fails 
66-70 to refie@t any information indicating possible use in 

esplonake) 

publisehd: pp59-65=CE 3042



index subject 10 (contd) 

March 10 64. 
oye (II-E; Fa¥estigation re vhyscial evidence----- FBI Laboratory 

108.236 
23 0~247: 

CD 897 

283-318 

cD aa 

86-89 

CD, 1546 
Og* 

¥Q-107 

fepp 7 

abnp 

CPBs - 
PEI + language translations) 

and related examinations; FBI laboratory examinations, including 
translations of foreign language material; 101-247) 

(crobably very low grade ord; mieht order with 
provisé : "Omit any paces having to do with 
translation of documents from russian to English) 

“BL published: p237,238 = CE's 2775,76 respectively. . 
(III-B /(267~318) ; Investigation re physcial evidence; 415 64 

FEI laboratory examinations, including trenslations of 
foreten language material and related investigation) 

published: 279—-284=CE 1795 
(proviso: omit any pages having to do with translation 

of foreign language material) 

(EI-C; Investigation relating to phystcal evidence and crime 
scene, including FI laboratory examinations ; FEI 

Laborabory Examina>zions 85-89) Ze oN 

(FBI laboratory examinat1ormade of 6.5cartridge cases — 
found at TSED for loading, chambering extraction, and/or 
ejection marks for purpose of determining if these items had 
been loaded into and extracted from OSwald's rifle 
more than once.) 

Oct 8 64. 
(II-G; FBI Laboratory Examinations, including translatioe of 

foreign language material and related examina’ions; 69-107) 
syn: resu ts of FBI lab examinations of additional items 

of property obtined reflect one bus ticket stub No. 13688, 
issved by fransportes del Norte (Exhibit D 237) was 
orginally connected to the two stubs (Exhibit D202) and 
that "Lee H Oswald" signatures appearing ‘on three of 
the six United States of Ame.ica tarcel Fost customs 
tags (Exhibit D 249) were written by Lee Harvey Oswald. 

Results of FEI laboratory exmaintionsof other items set 
forth. Translations of addional foreign languase material 
contained on certain described exhibits set forth.) 

(groviso: omit foreign language translations???) 



(363-- ification Division, FBI, examinations; 362376) 

index subisct # Ll FRI fingerprint examinations 
(formally entitled: Latent Fingerprint Section, 
Identification Division; FRI; examinations) 

CD 5 (VIZ, crime scene and related searches and results of 
FEI lab ard other examinati> s) 

BO subheads. Can't tell which section 18 fingerprints. 
(ceomtouiecl} also 12%) 

Sad” yt 

CD 7 (V=E. Crime Scene SKAKKKX and Related Searches and results 
362% of FBI lab and other exams---Latent Fingerprint Section, Ident- 

12 36 63 
(Syn: Latent Fingerprint Section, Identification Division, FBI, 
identified latent palm print off underside fun barrel near 
end of foregrip on rifle as right palm print of Oswald.) 

CD 205 (E III-B; Latent F,ngerprint Section, Identification Division, 
200% FBI examinations; 200-204) 

201-204 12 2363 

CD_206_ (III-B; 62-63; Latent fingerprint section, identification 
62% dividion, FBI examinations) 

63 , 27. 64 
CD 329 (III+ Results of FBI lab examinations; 50-58) 122 64 

no fingerprint subhead. #111 be ordering under topic 10. 

CD 385 (IV--Latent fingerprint section, 1d division, FBI exams) 
: 71-72 . Ju | 213 64 

CD_735_ Nothing 

CD 897_ Nothing 
9_29_ 64 CD 1518 (II-F; investigation rel=ting to physcial evidence--- 

5h latent fingerprint examination of two leaflets 
55 obtained from 1t, Rog Alleman, New Orleans Police, .n. 

(pp54-55 ) 
(syn: each contained one latent fingerprint, but 
_ neither identical with fingerprints of Lee _arvey 

Cswald) Lo 8 6h 

GD 1546 (II-E; Investigation to identify unidentified latent 
fingerprints and palm rrints on four cardboard cartons 
found near sixth floor window of tsbd and on which 
the fingerprint andpalm prints of LHO were located...) 

(see 12B--TSED crime scene/cartons ) 

*HPp = 5 

abnp = 2) 



index subject 1l2-A: TSBD crime scene evidence 
wrapping paper in shape of bag, tape etc. 

(see also: tople lLO{FBI lab examinations) topic 11 (fbi fingerprint ~ 
- examinations) ) 

3D since 12-A is 11 30 63_ 
D5 lege. topéc zo 6fs separately listed in fthHYs réport ) 

Slisted i” synopsis comma lee ey) 

D7. (V-B: Crime scene and related searches and results of FBI 12 10 63 
Laboratory and other related exaninatlons--Wrapping . 

n shape of 1 ba 3} 
289% papablishea: pegs, Bones 24579 73998) veapectively. 
290=291 (Syn: No positive identification obtained concerning © 
293 wrapping paper in shape of a large bug found at scene 
300 of assassination as being Identical to that being carried 

by Oswald to work on morn ng of 11 22 63) 
CD 205 (III, C: Grime Scene and Related Searches and Results 

1 of FBI: laboratory and other eelated examinations «--- 
146-150 Wrapping Faper in Shape of A Large Bag and Shirt 

of Lee Harvey Oswald) 145-150) - 12 23 63 

(pages on bag,only; do not Include pares on shirt) 

| a 
CD §99 (III-B Investi: ation relating to physdéfal evidence and _ 157% crime scenes, indlucindg description of photographs taken, 
158- FBI laboratory and related examinatlons--BY: 3) RRS 6h? 42H Brown Wrapping paper and tape)(157~168) 

169 published: pl6él= CE 1965 

HEATH 

¥pp = 3
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index subject 12-B : TSBD crime scene evidence: cartons by window 

CD 5 (pot explicitly listed; possibly in subject 10 and/or 11) 
CD 7 ( same as above) (or 12-E) 
CD 206 " 
CD 206 _ " 
CD a " 
CD 2 5 t 

CD 735 " 
CD ee " 
CD 1245 a 
sD 1395 it 

cpDisig =" 
10 8 64 

CD 1546 (II-D: Investigation relating to physical evidence ana 
3% and crime scenes, jncl ding FBI lab and related é@xaminations--- 
36-37 Investigation cncerning weisghtsof four cardboard cartons 

(exhibit C-40) located near window on sixth floor of 
TSBD on 11 22 6335-37) | | 

(syn: weights determined, as well as fact that no carton 
there which would not have been handled by one person) 38% 

30-64 (II-E: IMvestigationto identify uni@entified latent 
fingerprints andpalm prints on four cardboard cartons 
found near sixth Lloor window of TSBD and on which fingerprint — 
and palm prints of LHO were located) (pp38-64) 

(syn: all identifiable latent fingerprfots and palmprints 
identified with the exception of one palm print concerning 
which investication is still being conducted) 

(see also: CE 3131, pp799-809, vol 26,re Truly refusal 
to permit printingof all his employees) 

* pp =2 

abnp=28 
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index subject 12#4¢: TSRD crime scene evidence: coke bottle, chicken 
remains 

all CD's before 1245 no explicit listing in table of contents or synops. 

However, may appesr under 11,12 if bottle was submitted to lab. 
Could alsoappesr under 12-E (TSBD crime scene, Miscellaneous) 

CD 1245 (II-B, Investisation relating to phsical evidence 22 6h 
at crime scenes, including FBI lib exams-~- 
Investieautionrelating to chiceh bones and soft drink . 

. bottle found onsixth floor of texas sbd from sllevation 
78% in book “who killed kennedy" by Buchanan pp78-84 

79-84 (syn: THOMAS G: BUCHANAN inhis book “who killed kennedy?" casts 
doubt that Oswald sole assassin and statespolice had sald 
Oswald had eaten fried chicken and drunk s bottle of cafbonated 
drink at T8BD while awaiting arrival of President. 
Investigation established individual who ate the fried 
ehecken and drank the soft drink wis BONNIE RAY W*LLIAMS, 
employee of HKUREXGHXNKXKAEEEEREMEX THBD. Dusting of 
soft drink bottle for fingerprints ofOswald by Dallas 

police department negative, , 



AR 
° 

Index subject 12-0: shirt of oswald 

CD 5: nothing explicit. See, berhaps, 12-E, 39; 36/ 

CD 7(V=C: Crime Scene and relsted searches and results of FBI lab examS... shirt of lee h.mrvey oswald pp301-318) 30LF | 12.10 63 
302-318 (syn: shirt of oswald identified by officers making arrest as shirt worn by him at time of arrest also id- entified by former landlady -s shirt he was wearing when he boarded bus shortly after assassination) 

cD 205 (III-C: Crime Scene and related searches and selzeres, FBI 15% dab examns etc.----"rapping paper and shirt of LHO) 
ee besten . PPL45~150 4 03 63 146-150 (pares having to do wi tp) 

| shirt only 
HHH XXX 

all remaining CD's. See note next to CD 5, above, 

*pp=Z 
abnp= 22 



index subject #:12e;TSBD crime scene evidence: other 

CD 7. (V-F; 377-392; Crime Scene and Related Searches and Results 
of FBI Laboratory and other Related Examinations) : 

377% withheld: none published :none | Dec 10, 1963 
378~ 
392 {syn: (possibly) invstn conducted to locate film or photos 

depicting assassin in act.) | . 
CD 205 (III-A; same as \n CD 7/Examination of Sith floor of Texag 

School Book Depository Building; 133-135) - 
133* | Dec 23, 1963 
134— withheld: none published: none 
135 

(syn: ex@iirmtion of sixth floor of tsbd on 11 22 63 
reveals southwest corner (not corner from which shots 
fired) was practically vacant and windows in this-corner 
easily accessible) : 

205% (III-F; 205-209; same as CD 7/Miscellaneous) 
206- 
209 Withheld: none published: none 

syn:nothing. 

| March 10 64 
CD 735  (II-F; 248-253; same as CD 7/ Additional data concerning 

. Texas School Book Depsitory Bullding and Crime Scene 
248% area) | 
249 — withheld: none published: none 
253 syn: nothing. 

254% (II-G; 254-259; same as CD 7/ Miscellaneous) 
255. , 
259 | withheld: none published: none 

CD 897 (III-C; 169-170; same as CD 7/ Clip board from Texas School 
Book Depository) | 

169% withheld: none published: none 
170 - ) 415 64 

CD 2395. (II-C; Investisation relating to physcial evidence and 
crime scenes/ Photosraphs taken from inside the sixth floor 

Ox of the TSBD southeast corner window from which assn 
“1. , shots fired; 40-42) 8/5/64 

be 
(syn. continues...showing alstance between floor and 
window sill and height of opening in-the window when 
window half Open. Photog:aphs taken of person 
approximate hel ht of Oswald showing relative 
position of window ledge and window to such person.) 

Withheld: none published: none 



index subject 12e (continued) Oct. 8, 1964 

CD 1546 

20* 
21-24 

| Same as in CD ?/ 
(II-B; 20-24; /Investication Establ&shines that Clip in 
Mannlicher-Carcano rifle, serial number C2766 was 
empty when locat:d on sixth Lloor of texas school 
book depository) 

withheld:none published: none 

(syn: says that investi athlon does so establish.) 

(II-€;25-~34; Circumstances Regarding Liftbne of Latent 
Palm Print from Assassination Weapon (Mannlicher/Carcano) 
serjal number C2766 by Lt. Carl Day of Dallas Police 
Department Crime Laboratory . 

withheld: none published: none 

(syn: Lt. John Carl Day, crime labor&tory, dallas 
police department, furnished details concerning 
his lifting of latent palm print from assassination 
Weapon, which was ldentified as that of LHO, but 
states Rid not photograph such print because of 
instructions received from hief of Folice to 
immediately turn rifle over to FBI) 

*ppt= 8 
abnp pp=42



index subject #: Miscellaneous items 
titot neccessarily entitled "Miscellaneous" im Genb.Rpts) 

CD 206 (VII/G: Background Investigation/Miscellaneous) /- 77 GS a 

(VII/G/1. 193-194; Alleged selective service system eontact tact 
193% by Lee Harvey Oswald, at: Austin, Texas ) 
194 — published: none. Withheld: none 

{195* VWIYG/2. Liaison at Parklafid Memorial Hosptial, Dallas, | 
196 Texas, Immediately Prior to Death of Lee Harvey 

Oswald; 195-196) 
(syh: adds, "after Oswald tas shot buttprior to 
death to take dying declaration,but none 

obtained.) (See, Swoex Sussecr 35) 

CD 897 (III-C; 169-170; CLipboarg from Texas School Book 4-10 - C4 
Depository) _ 

(see WHY] 2-c) 

(XXXXUXX III-F; Examination of Lee harvye Oswald's room 
at 1026 North Beckley, Dallas, Texas; 191-193 — 

192-193 published: none withheld: none 

(syn: none) 
(IV/BIISS Other investigation relating to LHO/ 

Transmittal of first photosraph of LHO over 
, Television; 324-328) 

. 324% See Subs cet BS ivuderr Wet CD SD 
( : - 325-328 lished: none withheld: none 

(syn: Photograph takenof Oswald as he was belng 
brourht into Dallas elty jail at approximately 
2:10 p.m., 11 22 63, KMXEAMNMEPS REA EMKEXNEBXNX 
~PHONCHEHERSNCN transmitted on Associated 
*ress's wire photo system at 2: 55 Pp. mes 
11 22 63, ¥% which was reportedly firs 
photogmaph of Oswald transmitted on nny wire 
service.) 

(VII/A. Background Investigation/Employment at TSBD--- 
Oct. 15, 1963, to November 22, 19635 Ly 314 ) 

itn ° . ‘published: none withheld: -none 

(VII/B Background Investigation/Residence---October 19, 1962 
ane $Shrough November2, 1962; 445-447) 

. publ&Shed: none withheld: none 

(WII/H; 481-483; Alleged Suicide Attempt of LHO) 

481s published: none withheld: none 482-483



/ o
o
 

INDEX SUBJECT # 14, continued 

CD 897 (contd) , a ee ced ee 
505* (VIII/A. Investigation relative to Subject's travel/ oo 
506 Allezed visit to american museum of atmmic energy 

at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on Duly 26, 1963; 505-6) 

CD 1245 (I/A; Additional Assassination “itnesses/ Investigation | 
Concerning Ambulance Call to 41m and Houston Streets, Dallas, 

5* Texas, by Oneal Incorporated, Funeral Lirectors, Immediately 
Prior to Assassination to Take Indivudal, Believed to 

6-10 have Suffered Epileptic Seizure, to Hospital; 5 = 10) 

Withheld: none published: none 1-27 C4. 

(syn: Jerry Boyd Belknap identified as individual taken 
by ambulance from vicinity of scene of assassination shortly 
before assassination and upon interview states he did 
not observe anything at scene to arouse his suspicion.) 

18%  (I/C; Additional &8sassination Witnesses/Photograph 
19-22 Taken of Presidential Motorcade Allegedly Depicting Jack 

L. Ruby in Background; 18-22) 

withheld: none published:none 

syn: nothing. 

hee (I-G; Additional Assassination Witnesses/ Photographs 
43- Taken of Presidential Motorcade and Assassination,, 
52. Novenber 22, 1963; 42-53) 

(syn: Serlesof 12 photographs taken by Phillip L. Willis 
immediately before, during, and after assassination 
obtained, which photographs being marketedpublicly by 
willis). (when ordering, omit pages with photos only) 

CD 1395 . _ 
S-S~£4Y. 

(II-C; Invesitgation Relating to Physcilal Evidence and —— 
(40* Crime Scenes/ Photographs Taken from inside the sixth floor 
H}- of the TSBD southeast corner window from which assassination 
42) shots fired; 40-42) 

(Byn: Photorzaphs also taken from inside sixth floor of TSBD 
southesst corner window from which assassination shots 
fired, showing distance between floor and window still and 
height of opening in the window when window half open. Photos 
taken of person approximate helght of Oswald shoing 
relative position of window ledge and window to such person.) 

(see 12-E}



Index Subject #: 4 continued 

1395 _( II-D; 43-54)(Photogruphs Takeh at Methodist Hosptial 
of Dallas of Bone Specimen Allegedly from skull of 
President Kennedy) G-S— Oo 

3% . | 
Hi. | withheld: none published: none — : 
54 

92% (III-A; 92-95; Other Investigation relating to LHO/Allegeda 
9 3— Precautions Tuken by “allas Police Department Prior 
95 to Assassination} 

(syn: chief of Police Jesse Surry, DPD, states Dallas Podice 
officer J.D. Tipplt did not violate radio procedure in not 
notifying radio dispatcher that he was stopping suspect 
to question him. States Dallas police officers did not 
Search any buildings in the vicinity of TSBD, the TSBD 
itself or any other buildines, and did not have anyone 
under surveillance on 11 22 63, as a peeaaution.) 
| Withheld: none published:none : 

file note: (Tp, DHI/Curry, ) 

1395 (IV-C; 153-157; Mscellaneous Alleced Activities of LHC) CN oy 
(Allegation that LHO had resorted to violence before and 
possibly shot another policeman somewhere as reluted to Bob 

153* © Whitten, Radio Station KCRA, Sacramento, Calif. by 
154. Sergeant Gerald L. Ht11, DPD) 
157 -- 

- Os 
4~ 10-64 

1518 (II-B; 27-31; Phoestigation Relating to Physcial Evidence ~~ — 
and Crime Scene/Photos taken by Jim MacCammon showing O } 27% belng removed from Texas Theatre, Dallas, after his arrest) 28~ (see hsé 359 } 31 (syn: Jim Maccamon states he took five 35 mm photos at 

Texas theatre,Dallas, at time of O's capture, of which 
only three were good. One depicted capture of Oswald 
inside theatre; one. showed Oswald in custody of police 
outside theatre; and other one showed corwd scene 
outside entrance of theatre following Oswald's capture, 
MacCammon states he sold these photographs to Life 

- Magazine.) 

1546 (III-F; 154-158; Other Investigation relating to LHO/ 
Signed statements of Roy S. Truly, warehouce superintendent, 
ISBD, and Patrolman Marrion Baker, DPD, who observed 
LHO alone in lunchroom on second floor of TSBD immediately 
after assassin:tion; a ea. 154% CO SOY 

155~ (syn: same) withheld: none published: none oe 
158 , 



index subject #: 14 (continued) 

CD 1546 =(IV-B; 176-214; Allegation by Sylvia Odio that she observed 
iho in the company of two cuban or mexican men sometime 
in late september or early october, 1963) a 

LO~ FOS 
176% published: 202-207=CE 3147 . 
177-201 withneld: none 

(syn: Extensive investication conducted concerning allegation by Sylvia Odio that she observed Oswald in company of 
two cuban or mexican men sometime in late september 
or early october, 1963, including investigation con- 
cerning reputation of Odio for veracity.) 

listings from here on out of numerical sequence 
CD 897 (III-F; Investivcation relating to Physcial evidence and 

crime scenes, including description of photos taken, 
191* fbi laboratory and related exahinations/ Examination of 
192- Lee Harvey Oswald's room at 1026 North Beckley, Vallas, 
193 Texas: 191-193) 

| 4.15 64 
not on fensterwald/hoch list. 

(syn:Oswald's room at 1026 north beckley st. Dallas, Texas, 
examined and landlady states Oswald had not been engaged 
by her to hang any curtain rods, nor at any. time mention to. 
her anythi g about replacing curtains in his room.) 

CD 897. (IV-C; 329-343; Other Investigation telating to LHO/ 
| Data from transcripts of radio transmissions 

' 329% by Dallas area law enforcement agencies and 
330- related investi:ation) 
343 withheld: none published: none 4 15 64 

(syn:Investiszation conducted concerning data contained 
in transcripts of radio transmissions by Dallas mrea 
law enforcement a-enciles during perlod 12:20 pm, 11 22 63, 
to 6 pm, 11 24 63, failed to develop any pertinent 
information.) , 

£D_ 1245 (III-C; Other Investigat on relating to LHO/ Onvestigation 
concerning Dallas Police Department cars in the viatnity 

142% of 1026 North Beckley Street, Dullas, Texas, Between 
143- - 12:00 Noon and 2)00 p.m., November 22, 1963;142-161) 
161 withheld: none | 

published:none 72 64 
(syn: Investleation falls to establish Identity of 
Dallas police car or occupants of same which reportedly 
drove slowly by premises at 1026 N. Beckley Str+et, Dallas 
AEXKKHE and honked horn several times at about 1:00pm, 
11 22 63) : 

*pp = 17 

abnp pp=108



Index subject #: 15 LHO address book 

205 (VII-G-4;671-701; Background Investigaution/Miscellansous/ 
- Subject's address book) . 

12 23 63 
671% withheld: none 
672~687 
690-701 published: 688-89=CE 2465 

(syn: Contents of Oswald'saddress book reflected) 

206 (VII-G-3;Background Investigation/Miscellaneous/Subject's Address - 
Book) (197-204) “ 

197* 
(198-204 | withheld: none published: none 

, 17 64 
(syn: Investigation concerning information obtained from 

subject's address book conducted.) 

329 (VII-E; 237-239; Background Investigation/Subject's Address Book) 

237% re a. ae 238-239 (syn: nothing) | 

CD 385 (VIII-E; 278-284;. Background Investigation/Subject's address 
7 we 4 book) | 

279-284 Withheld, published: none 2311 64 

(Syn: Additional data contained in subject's address book 
reflects name of SA James P, Hosty under date of 11 1 63) 

CD 897 (VI-D;Allegations regarding acquaintanceship. 4 15 64 
of LHO and Jack Buby/ Transfer of propery : 

423% from Dean M. Candy to Joe A. Tonahill, Attorney for 
42h Jack Ruby, and Interview of Detective Grady De Witt 
29 Gandy based on Name "candy" appearing in Lee Harvey Oswald's 

, address book) (223-429) 
Withheld: none published: none 

* pp = 5 

abnp pp= 49



! | 

Index subject #: 16 LHO Mexico Trip (from New Orleans departure 
to and including Dallas return) 

. 12 8 63 
CD 6 (II-B; Investigation Relative to Subject's Travel and 

Information Received Relative Thereto/IMexico; 315-358) 
315% withheld: none published :p321-323 =CE 2999 
316-320 | 
324.358 (syn: Subject was \ssued Passport #2092526, New Orleans 

Louisiana, 6 25 63 and subject apphied on 9 17 63 for. 
tourist card to visit Mexico. Entered Mexico at 
Nuevo Laredo between 6:00 am and 2:00 pm , 9 26 63. 
Method of travel unknown. Departed Mexico at Nuevo | 
Laredo 10 3 63 via automoblle. Efforts to identify 
subject through other travelers to Mexico and bbher 
agency set forth with negative results.) 

CD 205. (VIII-A. 749-764; Investigation Relative to Subject's Travel/ Nextco) 1223 6 79 + , 263 
750-764 None of these pages on Fensterwald/Hoch list. 

Unknown which are unpublished, which are publsiehd. 

(syn: Investigation relative to Oswald's travel to 
Mexico conducted.) ~ 

CD 206 (VIII; 208-214; Investigation Relative to Subject's 
Travel to Mexico XZ 17 64 

208% published,and withheld: none 
209-214 | 

(syn: Several individuals crossing border at Nuevo Laredo 
9 26 63 interviewed but failed to recall Oswald.) 

_ | ao 1 22 64 
CD 329 (VIII; 240-244; Investigation Helative to Subject's Travel) 

(Syn: Efforts con-inuing to locate John Howard Bowen 
24.0% who 1s belleved to be person: who sat next to Oswald on 
241-244 Mexican Red Arrow bus on trip from Nuevo Laredo to 

Mexico City, 9-26-27, 63. ) nothing published or witheld 

CD 385 (IX; 316-319; Investigation Relative to Subject's Travel 
to Mexico) , , 2.1) 64 

316% Not on Fensterwald/Hoch list. (syn: nothing) 
317-319 : 

EDS. Appropriate page from Table of Contents and synopsis is 
withheld. therefore, cannot be entered in this éndex,. 

CD 8 (VIII-B; Investigation Relative to Subject's Travel/ During 507" Period September 25, 1963 - - October 3, 1963) 507-526) 
508-526 withheld; published: nothing 415 64 

(Syn: Additional individuals interviewed who departed Mexico at Nuevo Raredo 10 3 63, and none could recall seeing _ 
Oswald. Investigation at YMCA, Dallas, indicates Oswald checked into room there on 10 3 63, between 4:00 P.M. and 
4:30 P.M.)



CD 1245 (VII. 273-276; Investigation Relative to Subject's Travel 
Aboard Flecha Roja Bus No. 516 in Mexico on . 

273% September 26, 1963) 9m 6h 
274-276 published, withheld:no infe cottained tn 

Hoch/Fensterwald lists. 

| (Syn:: Additional investig: tion relative to subject's travel 
gboard Flecha Roja Bus No. 516 ln Mexico on 9 26 63 conducted.) 

CD 1518 (II-C; 32-40; Investigation Relating to Physical Evidence 
and Crime Scenes, Transportes Del Norte (Mexican Bus Lines) 

32% Bus Ticket Stub No. 13688 And Other Material Belonging to 
33-40 Lee ervey Oswald Made Available by His Wife, Marina Oswald) 

9.19 64 
published and withheld: none 

(syn: Marina Oswald made available stub of bus ticket | 
#13688, issued by Transportes del Norte (Mexican bus line), 
for travel from Mexico D.F. to Laredo, Texas, on which 
appears block stamp on back, "Transportes del Norte, Set. 30, 
1963, (sic) Mexico D.F., J. Gascon", which she found among 
material belonging to Lee Narvey Oswald. She furnished 
additional iltems belonging to him of possible 
Slenificance to this investigation and furnished Signed statement 
to t e effect she had searched through her personal effects for 
anything which might be of interest to the invesLigation, and 
that she had, to the best of her Knowledge, made avallable for examination all pertinent material.) : 

% pp= 8 

abnp = 98



# 17 NOT USED



index subject #: 18 LHO-with-rifle pictures 

CD 385 (VIIIZC; 266-267; Background Investigation/ Interview of 
Robert Oswald concerning clothing and Camera.of Subject.) 

266% Withheld: none 2 11 64 
267 | published: none . 

CD.735 (1I-D; 93-100; Investivation Relating to Physcial ° 
Evidence, including FBI lab and related examinations) 

94.96 . withhela: none date: — BT 1O (4 
published:97-LOOSCE 1788 

(syn: none for this genberling report) 

CD 897 (H4AXXXB; ILI-I; 211-223: Investication Relating to Physclal 
Evdience and Crime Scenes, including Description of 211% Photozruphs Taken, FBI lab afd Related Examinations) 

212. Imperial Heflez Cumera and Photograph of LHO holding rifle) 
221 ) Ly 15 64 

pot on fensterwald/hoch list. 
(syn: Police officers participating in search of Paine 

residence, except for Detective John A. McCabe, 
Irving Police Department, Irving Texas, do not recall 
seeing Imperial Heflex Camera during search, but 
McCabe states he searched box containing this camera 
and put same back in box.) 

glso see Marina Oswald FBI ana SS interviews for 
Information on LHOwlth rifle pictures, 

¥pp= 3 

abnp pp=14



index-subject #19: Richard M Nbxon incident 

CD 735 (Ill#&e; 276-284;Other Investigation r lating to LHO/ 
276% Allesed Effort to Shoot Former Vice President 
277-284 Richard M, Nixon) : - March 10 64 

XRZX (nothing in synopsis) 

CD 897. (IV-A; 320-323) (Other Invesltgation Relating to LHO/ 
320% Alleged Effort to Shoot Former Vice President 
322323 Richard M. Nixon) Ho15 64 

: published: p321=CE 2522 . ™ 
323-323 (Syn:no information developed indicating former 

vice president Richard M. Nixon planned trip to 
Dallas in spring or summer, 1963) : 

WRe% (VII-F; Backeround Investigation/ Signed Statement of Vada 
423 Oswald , wife of Robert Oswald, concerning 

Richard M. Nixon Incident) (472-473) 

, 72 63. 
CD 1245 (III-B; Other Investigation Relating to LHO/ Additional 

Investigation Helating to Alleged Efforts of Lee “arvey 
Oswald to shoot former Vice President Richard M Nixon; 

92-104 (Syn: Review of Dallas newspapers for pericd 3 16 63 through 
110~136 5 16 63 reveals April 18, 21, 23, and 24 editions ofthe 

Dallas Times herald contain articles concerning visit 
of Vice Pre: ldent LYNDON B. JOHNSON to “alles on 4& 23 63, 
Heview of Yallas newspupers-for period 10 3 63 through 
31 22 63 reflect articles concerning vislt of former 
Vice President Richard M. Nixon to “allas on 1l 21 63.) 
published: 105-109= CE 2958 

pp abnp = 4 
*pp=4



index-subject # 20: Tracing of Carcano rifle 

CD 5_ (X: Traéing of assassination weapon to Lee 1 5 6 389-398) 
309% ; , 

390-394 (syn: A 6.5 millimeter Mann. Carc. rifle with telescopic | 
sight, No. C 2766, three 6.5 millimeter cartridge cases, 
and one live cartrides found on sixth floor, TSBD. .. 
Hifle shipped to Oswald from Klein's sporting goods company, - 
chicago, i111, under name A. Hidell, PO Box 2915 Dallas Texas, 
¥¥Xon 3 20 63. Post office money order used in purchase 
‘of rifle located. ) 

CD 7. (IV-A: Tracing of Weapons connected with LHD/“ssassination 
179% Weapon; 179-222) 12 10 63 

180-193 (syn:Detalls concerning tracing of purchase in March, 
195-222 1963, of 6.5 mm Mannlicher Cercano rifle, Serial Number 

C 2766 by Oswald as A Hidell from Klein s 
sporting goods, Incorporated, Chicagao 111, developed.) 

published: pl94= CE 1136 
#15 64 

CD 897_ (1I-C; 125-131; Investivation “oncerning Ammunition, 
Possible Target Practice Locations and Related Data/ 
Italian Carcano Rifle, Serial Number 2766, Shipped from 
Century Arms, Inc., Ste. Albans, Vermont, to Aldens of 

125% Chicago, and other data corcerning Italian Carbines) 

126-131 (Syn: Documents pertain'ng to Italian Carcano rifle, SN 2766 
: (assassination weapon has SN C2766) reviewed.)



#21 Not used 

#22 Ruby (Nothing entered)



INDEX SUBIECT #4 23 Missod shots 

234... Tagus, and curb ehip 
2'3B Other 

Sod 22 64 
CD.1245 (I-85; Information to the effecg one bullet fired during assn 
31% went whld, crashed into a curb, and struck Jim Tague) 

Bom34 31-34 
syn: same statement, but adds "who hus previously been 

interviewed" (p31, CD 205, see"Witnessos) ) 

205 _ : 
pal ‘from index of CD 205. Nothins in synopsis. 12 23 63 

This is also entered under witnesses, 

1395 (II-B same title as CD 1245, I-B; 27-39) 8 5 64 
25-39 syn read: Adtitional investigation conducted concerning 
27% - mark on curb on sovth side of Main Street near 

triple underpass, which it is alleged was possibly 
caused by bullet fired during assassina ion. No evidencsa 
of mark or nick on curb now visible. Fhotograrls taken 

‘wher é eared, together with SEhsr Phoeo eres 3 Rear as eee cats of such fcatten 
an reyation to sixth floor window of tsbd from which 
agen Shots fired. 1G 

#pp=2 
abnp= 16 

1245 (I-F; 35-41; Allegations in Book "The Red Roses of Dallas", 35%” by Nerin Z gun to the effect "Buddy" Walthers of Dallas county 
36-41 Sheriff's office had stated tne shot in the assassination fired 

from railway overpass and thatfourth bullet Bouna by him and 
united states secret service agent in grass near Prides). gy 

Api8 (II-D; 41-46; Gouged out hole in grass near tsbd, obverved 
by Mr. and Mrs. Wayne E. Wartman on November 22, 1963) 

42-46 (syn: Wayne Hartman and wife, Edna, furnished info concerning 
) . gouged out hole in grass near TSBD observed by them 
EBMEXZX on ll 22 63 after assassination, which they considered of 

Fossible significance. Dascribed location of gouged out 
hole isin lice with shot that struck Fresident Kennedy in the 
head, but is not in line with the mark on the curb on © 
the south side of Main Street. Location of gouged out hole 
is in dame general area as pieca of bone found.) 8 bh 

10 
1546 (II-F:; 65-68; Investigation re Physcial Evidence; Allegation 

~ by Eugene F. Aldredge that location of Mark on sidewalk on Elm St 
65* about even with west end of tsbd convinced him LHO had help i 

assassination) ) 
(syn: same, and adds: "because there was what appeared to be 

bullet mark on sidewalk on Elm St.abdut even wit west end 
of TSED) 

total abno= 30 total *pp= 5 



index subject # 24: Walker 

264A: Walker shooting 
24B: LHO/Duff allegations 
24G: other 

244A: Walker Shooting (see also FBI questlonin s of Marina, not 
. included in this index) 

CD 1245 (III-A; 91 ~- 136; Other Investigation Relating to Lee H. Oswala/ 
Investigation concerning attempted assassination of | 

Qlt Major General Ediwn A. Walker at Dallas, Texas, on 
92-104 April 10, 1963, and Related Data) 

, 72 64 

(syn:Investigation conducted ‘concerning attempted assassination 
of Major General Edwin A. Walker at Dallas on 4 10 63, 
including Interviews of certain Dallas police officers who 
participated in the investigation... Bullet found at Walker 
home traced from officer who found same. Examination made of 
this bullet by local anthorities for purpose of determining 
type of gun which fired same with negative results and no 
written report made of such examination. Interviews with 
certaln Individuals tnterviewed by Dallas Police Department 
during its investigation reveals several discrepancies, 
Various photographs taken of area at and around Walker 
residence. ) 

withheld, published: none 
*pp = 7] 

13 abnp 

24B: LHO/Duff Allegations 

CD 385 (VI-E; Miscellaneous Alleged Activities of Lee Harvey Oswald/ 
investigation to locate wllllam McEwan Duff, who was 

173* allegedly seen with LHO seven or eight months ago; 773-8) 
174-178 

Withheld, published: none 221 64 
(syn: nothing) , 

CD 329 (V-B; Miscellaneous alleged activities of LHO/Investigation 
to locate William McEwan Duff who was allegedly seen with 

139* Lee Harvey Oswald Seven or eight months Ago) 
140-145 

| published, withheld: none 1 22 64 

(syh: efforts continuing to locate MeDuff...) 

CD 1395_ (III-D; 121-132; Other Investigation relating to Lee. 
Harvey Oswald/ Information concerning allegation by Whilitam 

121% Mc Ewan Duff alleging Association between General Fawin 
122-132 <A. Walker and Jack L. Ruby) 

published: none wkthheld: none G5 64 

(syn: William McEwan Duff, former employee of General 
Edwin A Walker, interviewed concerning his allegation that , pp= 73 Jack Ruby visited the walker residence in 12 62 Januar and Februar States | , J 

abnp = 22 indtvidanal F 2963) and a _he Is not certain



(24B, continued: 1518-II-E; two bullet cartridges obtained from 
} Clyde Watts, alleges they came from Duff; subject 24, continued see subject # 4) 

24C: Walker/other 3.10 64 

CD 735. (III-G-1; Other Investication Relating to LHO/Miscellaneous/ 
General Edwin A Walker; 305-306) 

305* Syn: none; published, withheld: none 
306 . 

CD 1395 (TII-C; 114-120; Other Investigation Relating to LHO/ 
| Interviews with Warren A. Reynolds Concerning his contacts 114% . With General Edwin aA. Walker) 

115-120 
published: none withheld: none 85 64 

(syn: Warren A. Reynolds interviewed concerning his contacts _ 
with General Edwin A. Walker. Reynolds stated he contacted because he was “s-ared" as result of having been shot 
through head after assassination, which shooting he feels 
is connected with fact he witnessed Oawald running with gum from scene of shootin of Officer J.D. Pippit. Following discussion with Walker on 6 24 64, Walker sent telegram 
to President's commission requesting testimony of Reynolds be taken.) | 

*pp = 2 

abnp pp = 7 

24A 1 13 
243 3 22 
24¢ 2. 7 

subtot: 6 + 42 = 4H48pp, conceivably.



#25 

#26 

27 
#28 

all not used



f
 

‘ 

i 

{ndex subject #: 29 Other alleged credible activites 
(may be kook type, but can*t tell until seen) 

CD 897 (V~D; 398-402; Miscellaneous Alleged Activities of LHO/ 
Personal Ad “Sunning Man" sisned "Lee" Appearing 

398% in Personal Column of Dallas Newspapers October 15,16, 
399- and 17, 1963) - 
bo2 withheld:none published:none #15 64 

syn: nothing. 

CD 1518 (IV-C; 91-97; KEEKRXEXHH Miscellaneous Alleged Activitées 
of LHO/ Allegation that individual resembling LHO 

91l* observed shortly after noon on november 22, 1963, drive 
92- — up to laundromat at corner of Davis and Clinton Streets 
97 in. Oak “lIiff Section of Dallas) 

Withheld: none published: none 

Syn: nothing. 

CD 1395 (IV-B; 146-152; Miscellaneous Alleged Activities of LHO/ 
Allegation by Jesse Lee Davis, Jr., that he saw LHO in a car 146* ~° turn around in his driveway at Dallas, Tex:s, on morning 

147. of November 22, 1963} XKAXXEEZ: 8 5 64 
152 

(syn: adds "disproved" ) 

published: none Withheld: none 

¥pp =3 

abnp pp* 16



Index subject #:30 Attempt to trace sling on Carcano Pifle, | 

CD 205 (II-C; 74-82; Tracing of weapons Connected with LHO/ Tracing 
of Sling for Assassination Weapon). | 12 23 63 

The | Witrheld or published: none 
75-82 

(syn: Investigation as to. source of sling on assassination 
weapon indicates \t may be home made sling from lugeage 
straps or guitar straps.) 

; . . 6h, 
CD 206 (II-A;Tracing of Weapons Connected with Lee Harvey Oswald/ 
o* Tracing of sling for Ass sassination Weapon; 25-29) 
26-29 

withheld or published: none 

(syn: Further efforts to trace sling for assassinatipn 
weapon at Irving and Dallas, Texas, negative.) 

CD 385 (II; 28-30; Efforts to trace ammunition and sling for 
Assassination Weapon) 

(28% withheld or published: none 
29-30) 

(syn:Additional efforts to trace ammuntion and Sling for 
assassination weapon ne ative.) 

(will be ordered with topic 7, unless the"sling" pages 
separate out.) 

* pages = 2 

abnp pp= 12



index subject #: 31 LHO employment (appears as part of background 
investigation in Gemberling reports) 

ary eta 

CD 6 (see topic 324A) _ ADeBrueys;: Dec 8 , aw 

CD 6 (I-A; 3643; Background Invesiigation/Employment, investigation 
relative to subject's past employment) 

oe wibdSheld: none published: none 
3 

(syn: Oswald briefly employed Dolly shoe co., New Orleans, 1955; Jaggar-chiles-stovall, D:llas, 10 12 62 to 4 6 63; when 
discharged as not competent, allesedly head Russian language paper and / or "Daily Worker" at employment. Oswald 
subsequently went to New UYrleans and received unemployment 
insurance, )} 

' CD 7. (II-C;Background on LHO ané relatives/ Employments; 119-140) 

119* “Withheld: none published: none Dec 10, 1963 
120. | 
140 (syn:nothing 

- Dec 23, 1963 
CD 20 (VIT-A; 466-511; Background Investigation/ Enployment-~— 

# Investigation relative to subject*s past employment) 
H67— Withheld: none published: none , . 
511 (former co-employee (1962-63) at Dallas claims Oswald 

_ stated "There 1s more freedom in Soviet Russia than there 
is under capitalism." Also allegedly discussed mbcrodots 
and possible use in espionage operations. One James 
Murphy allegedly appeared at employment offic » Statler- 
Hilton Hotel, Dallas, at same time Oswald Sought employment 
there. Murphy left job at that hotel 11 26 63 ostensibly 
to live with sister, Jean Murphy, 1309 Bourbon Street, 
New Orleans. On 10 4 63, Oswaldreferred by Jobco 
employment Agency to the DeVilbiss Company, Dallas but 
not hired.) 

CD 206 (VII-A; 113-138; Background Investigation/ Employment~-- 
1i3= Investigation Helative to Subject's Past Employment) 114. Jan 7, 1964 | 
138 Withheld: none; published: none : 

(syn:James Frederick Murphy, who applied for job at 
Statler-Hilton Hotel, EXXXAMY¥XRAXXHXESXRREAXRXARK 
located at Nashville, Tennessee and denies knowing 
Oswald. Additional investigation at Statler-Hilton 
Hotel, D:llas, fails to establish Oswald ever applied 
for a job that hotel.) : | | 

CD 329 (VEISA; 164-166; Background Investication/ Enployment-- 
. Investisation Helative to Subject's Past Employment) 

261% published: none withheld: none Jan 22, 1964 
165- 
166 



Subject #31, continued 

385. (VIII-A; 224.231; Background Investi-atiLon/Employment-- 
Investigation relative to Subject*s past employment) 22% . 

225= withheld: none 211 64 231 - published: none 

735 table of contents of this is withheld. 

897_ (VII-A; Employment at Texas School Book Dep§sitory-~-Oct. 15, 1963 to November 22, 1963; 443—4u44) 
(443% 
Ahi) indexed under subject # 14 (Miscellaneous) 

1245 (VIeB; 244-246: Background Investigation/ Emnployment--Texas Ly Employment Commission Records at Fort Worth, Texas) Olle 
oes - withheld:none published: none 

2 

(syn:copy of workorder on Oswald at Texas Employment Commission, Fort Worth, Texas reflects he was sent on job to Leslie Welding Company, Fort Worth, 
Tetas on or about 7 13 62.) 

‘ end. 

*pp=8 
abnp pp= 143
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index subject # 324A, Sections of Gemberling reports entitled 
"Background Investigion" and subtitled: 
"Associates, acquaintan@es and others allegedl 
in past contact with subject™ 

CD 5. (no subgections; just VIII: Packground on LHO&é Relatives) 
(special topic: see 32A) : 7 

XGSHXAXX 11 30 63 ; 
RXHEXX | , : 
CD 6 (XX I-E.Sackground investivation/Assoclates, acquintances and 6 

Le persons &hlegedly in contact with subject; 134-169) 2 8 63 
135-14) 
147-150 published: .145-146= CE 2731 
157~168 withheld: 151-6; 169 

CD 205_ (VII-F; Yackground Investiszation of LHO; associates, 12.23 63 
acquaintances and others allezedly in past contact with 

582% subject; 582-648) 
583-586 
598-606 (syn: Ilya Mamantov of Dallas advises learned Oswald 
608-620 and wife attended party of russian speaking persons in 
627-628 | University Park, Lalles, early 1963at which time they met 
(633-634 **) Mrs. Michael Paine. Mamantov alleres Mr. and Mrs. 
637-639 DeM have been good friends of Oswald and wife and states 
642-643 he suspects DeM of being a communist. Igor Voshinin deserlbes 
645-648 ASXHAXEX Mrs. DeM as half russian and half french, born 

and reared in china; and mr. BeM as a member of “Bohemian 
Club"; "free thinkers"; Voshinin could not tell if either Mr e. 
or Mrs. DeM were pro soviet. The DeM clain tvey met 0 in 
summer of 1962. They state Peter Gregory, a Ft. Worth 

engineer, first "discovered" Mrs. Marina O and mentioned her 
plight to Mr. and Mrs. Max Clark (DeM 's attorney) and to 
George Bouhe, a philanthropist, and latéer XKKE two 
akked DeM to help Marina. DeM's claim they last saw 0 
early in 1963 and comment that general impression of O-in 
Dallas was one of distate and fear due to his brutality 
toward wife andmeiital instability. SAMUEL B. BALLEN® 
chairman of the Board of Highplains Natuzal Gas Co and 
Electrical Service, Ic. interviewed O approximately January 1963, at which time O alleted he had received tralning in pho photography in Hussla. Allegation that LHO went to | , 

fford Sahsteen, barber, itn Vv TexHsS. a published: 629-632=CE 2789: 033-B562082 269; 6ho-1=cr 3108 
Ht HHAX under 3-C (barber 
withholds 587-07, E00; 621-626; , 

CD 206. (VII-D; Sackground Inv; Associates, Acquaintances, snd others 
“T5l* allegedly in Past contact with subject: 151-177) 1.7 64. 
158-158 | ) . ) 
382199 (Thomas Ray and wife, Natalie, Blossom, Texas, state they 

attended party weekend 12 28-~30/ 62 at residence of DClan 
T Ford in Dallas where Oswald and wife in attendance. Mrs, 
“ay states she was amaged at O's command of russian and his 
understanding of the Russia government andits workings.States 
several persons in attendance’ at party wondered how O was 
able to leave russia with wife to cene to US without any 
difficulty. States thousht arose in hermind that since Russian 
people had not avparently accepted O, that he had been given a 
anassignnent KEXUX tn the US by the “ussia Bovernnent so that when he returned he w ould be accepted. She aetated, however publ: 159-63=CE 1859 ) , 



32h 

CD 206 (continued) 

after further consideration of Oswald, she finally 
decided he was a mental care, George Bouhe, who also- 
attended party, stated he did not feel Osxald was 
Russian agent nor did he feel any other russian speeking 
guests at the party felt Oswald was russian agent, but 
that they felt Oswald was "crazy". Mr. end Mrs. George Dem } 
interviewed by State Department in Haiti. Mrs. DeM 
i963.) seeing gun at aprtment of Oswald in about April 

CD 329. (VII-C; Background investigation/ Associates, 122 64! 
Acquaintances, and others allegedly in Past Contact with 

202% Subject; 202-214) | . 
203-211; nothing in synopsis about this material... 
214 publ: 212-213=CE 1857 

CD 385 (VIII-D; Background investigation; assoclates, scquaintances, 
and others allegedly in Past contact with subject; 

268% 268-277) 2 11 64 

269~277 from personal knowledge of this section: 
“re interview of Ilya Mamantov by Eddie Parker, KRLD; 
Mamantov makes wild allegati ns of conspiracy on TV; 
that LHO was a communist; that Jadk ruby was part of 
the “underground conspiracy"; : 

FBI agents listened to tape; made a report; then 
went and interviewed Manatov on the allegations he 
had made on the air, 

‘Also: Re BL11 Ran#le and Berry Caster spenDad 
evening of 11 22 at mogel in Austin; 
Randle interviewed. 

Ruth paine interviewed, 

3:10 64 
CD 735 (that page in table of contents withheld; cannot 

make this sort of analysis, unless at archives) 
| #145 64 

CD 897 (VII,G: Background Investigation; Assoclates , Acquaintances, 
and others allegedly in Past eontact with Subject; 475.480 474-480 ) 

Koh 
(nothing in synopsis) | 

B 5 64 CD 1395 (VI-B; 167-172; Information concerning LHO receivinté 
"The Militiant™ and "The worker") | : 

167% 
168-172



Bndex subject 32B: sections titled, "Background Investigation/ 
Miscellaneous" 

cD section In table of contents 
6 I-J ("I" $s roman numere1) 

7 III - E 

206 VII-G-4 

index subject 32C: sections titled, "Background investigation/ — 
Residences" 

CD Section in table of contents 

6 re os: 

7 TIT~A 

205 VII-B 

206 | VII-B 

385 VITI~B 

Index subject 32D: sections titled, “Background investigation/ 
Neighborhoods" 

cD Section in table of contents 

7 III.- B 

index subject 32E : séctions titled, "Background Investigation/ — . | Relatives" 
CD Section in table of contents _ 

6 I-D 

7 | III-D 

205 VII-E 

206 VII-C 

329 VIT-B 

897 vir-D 

1245 VI-C



o
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index subject # 32F section titled “"Batkground Intvestication/ 
Education, data relating to attendance 
at various schools" 

CD , Section in table of contents CD 6 Tn ce 

205 VII- C | 

897 VII-c 

1245, VI- A 

index subject # 32G Sections titled "Background investigation/ 
other type of subtitle, not specified 
before. . 

section from table of contents 

I-F, G, I (first "I" ts roman numeral) 

VII- D; , 

VII-G~2, 3,5 

VII-E



32A/ CDS: Background investiration contained in CD 5 (VIII) (titled: backkround on Lio and relatives) (190-313) 

190% published , 11 30 63 191-211 GDpp. MieXCE# , 214-219 212-213 25hT 221-232 220 1129 
235-239 REOXB IVR 
240-~313(7?)(see letter to Paul Hoch) 

*pp=1 

abnp=118



-subsect 34 sections of Gemberling reports whose title ts 
andexn subd am Simply: “Other investigation relating to 

Lee Harvey Oswald"; and which contain no 
subheadings offering further! “elaboration. 

(those in which subheads appear, indicating content, 
are entered under appropriate heading elsewhere in 
this subject index) : 12 10 63 

CD 7. (VI; 393 ~ 443; Other investigation relating. to LHO) 

394 nl 39 (synopsis: (possibly}:I,)vestization conduc ted . 
+ . in effort to locate film or photograp Ss _ | 

392 depicting assassin in act.) DUbLT WBB-4N3=CE 3114. 

CD 205 (IV; Other Investigation relating to Lee Marve, Oswalds210° ~246) BO 2.23 63 211-213 229 - 235 is withheld. 
224.228 245 = 246 is withheld 7 236~244 (syn: letter dated 11 10 63 but postmarked at Havana, 

cuba, 11 28 63 , addressed to Oswald at Dallas and 
siened"peter#tugeests acquaintanceship of writer and 0 
and makes apparent oblique reference to assassination. (BRSEXKXH: some on downtown lincoln mercury and 

PUBL: “21H TPacR IOP, HPs PH Chass, c2 “d2dnce 3093; 224-c8 3093 (#6will order this part under#2) 222=223=CE 2970 
CD 206 (IV; Other investigation relating to LHO; 64.95) 

65-95 CONTENT UNKNOWN 

CD 329 (IV-D; Other INVestigation relating to LHO/Miscellaneous ; 86-96 ) 
87-96 CONTENT UNKNOWN (IV-A, IV-B, IV=C are specified and 86% apprbpriately entered elsewhere in this 

index) . 

CD 385 (V~F; 131-136; Other investlecation relating to LHO/Miscellaneous ) 
132+136 CONTENT UNKNOWN (V-A thru VE Specified; entered into 131* : this index elsewhere; sme ignored ) 
CD 735(III-A-G; all entries specified under subhead; 260-314) an all antered elsewhere, or ignored because of title, 
CD 8972. (IV. Other Investigation Relating to LHO; A thru E, All specified. Entered elsewhere, when at a11)(319-349) 
CD 1245 (III Other investication relating to LHO. A thru H. All specified. Entered elsewhere, 1f at all; 90-104) 
ep 

##pp=4 

abnp= 104
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index subject #: 33B: Material from sections of Gemberling Reports 
which besr the main title: "Other Investigation 

relating to Lee Harvey Oswald"; andglso, for 
which a shbhead exists, giving information 
on nature of content. Evaluation: unknown value (nothing withheld or published except as indicated) 

(axper 33B title, all headings are "Other Investigation Relating to LHO") 

CD 329 (IvV-C; Other.../Investigation re Alleged Telephone Call 
between CR 5 5211, Arlington, Texas and BL 3 1628, 

B5ae Irving, Texas, on November 23, 1963)(85A-85G) 
5B-G 

‘ 1 22 64 

211 64° 
CD 385 (V=C; Dther.../Investigation regarding alleged telephone 

call between CR 5 5211 Arlington, Texas, and BL 3 1628, 99% Irving, Texas, on November 23, 1963;(99 101) 

100-101*#* e*withheld: 100-101 

(syn: toll calls charged to BL 3 1628, Irving, texas, reflect 
only one call between this number and CR 5 5211, 
Arlington Texas during period 11/22 ~26/63 . f 

and this call was 11 22 63.) 

102% (V2D; 102-122; Other.../"The Nation" Magazine Hrticle Entitled 103- - “Oswald and the FBI," by Harold Feldman) : 122 (syn: Lonnie Hudkins, reporter for the Houston Post, 
in Dallas latter part December, 1963, endeavoring to obtain information Indicating Oswald was informant of U.S, 
Government. Hudkin's article appearing in Houston Post, 1/1/64, quoted In part in "The Nation" ma azine article. Mrs. cuth Paine States she gave Oswald name and office telephone number of SA James P Hosty, Jr., on 11 1 63, bot did not give 
license number of au omobile driven by SA Hosty. She states 
licence number could easily have been observed by Marina Oswald from her bedroom. "150.00" reportedly found by police according to "The Nation" article not seized by 
officers during search of Paine residenc: as money belonged to Marina Oswald and represented savings.) 

123% (V-E; 123-130; Other.../ "SAGA" Magazine article entitled 124. “The FBI Could have saved President Kennedy's life," 130 by “jlliam W Turner 

(syn: William Turner alleges in "SACA" ma alinze article | that he was in Dallas on 11.22 63, few hours after assassination, Three Dallas police officers quoted by him in article donot recall dates they were Interviewed by Turner, or specific detalls or thelr remarks to him. One such officer ddenies making statements attributed to him in the article to the effect the sniper wzs obviously a stranger, )



33B (continued) 
: march 10 64 

CD 735 (III-G-Z; Other Miscellaneous/ 

307 Ga Martha Zanfes 307 
308%, 309 G--3 David Conrad Glass 308-9 

310 G4 David Wolper 310 . 

311* 312 G-5 Contact of Atty William McKenzie by Mark Lane 311-312 

313*,314 G6 Mrs. Shirley Martin | 313 = 314 

Othereece./ | 4 15 64 o CD 897 (IV-E; 346-349;/Alleged Call to PBX operator, Dallas Police © 
Department, from “hicago, Illinogs) sie | 

347-9 
97 2 64 

CDI245 (II-A. (Investigation relating to physcial evidence, 
erlme scenes/ Efforts at New Orleans, Lousiana, to . 

55* identify visible laundry Mark 30 030 in the 
. 56-77 color of gray cobton jacket identified as belonging 

to LHO) | 

(syn: adds that investigatlon is "negative") 

: 8 5 64 
CD 1395 (III&E; Other..../Investigation concerning 1963 Georgia 

License 52 J 1033 reportedly observed in Dallas, Texas, 
133% on November 22, 1963; 133-35) 
L34—5 

| 10 8 64 
1546 (III-E; 150-153; Telephone call to chief of Pollce Jesse 

Curry, Dallas Police Department, Dallas, Texas, from . 
150* Individual identifying himself as Carl Schreiber on Sept 8, 1964) 
151- 
153 

* pp = 11 
abnp pp= 62



index subject #:33C Material from sections of Gemberling Reports which bear the main title: "Other Investigation Relating to Lee Harvey Oswald/ subhead exists, giving information on nature of content; appears valueless. 

cp #. Section in teble of contents_ 
735 | III-PF 

8977. IV-D 

1245 IIlI-c 

1395 ITI-c 

1518 III-A 

1546 III-D, G
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Index subject # 34 subsections of gemberling reports entitled 

"Miscellaneous alleged activities of LHO" 

34A: of unknown content , 

3B; knownK content; unknown value 

34C: known content: appears valueless. 

SA 
, 12 23 63 

CD 20 (V. Miscellaneous alleged Activities of LHO; 210-246) 
% , published 

249-268 248 withheld NONE 
270-287 288-291 withheld 
292307 308 withheld 
309-328 33% withheld 
330-333 340-41 withheld 
335-9 344.347 withheld 
342 — 343 359-362 
348. 358 381-85 
363-380 | 
CD 206 (V. Miscellaneous alleged activities of LHO; 96-106) 

+ 
96 | 17 64 

CD 329. (V. Miscellaneous allered activities of LHO; 
Viget 0 section E. Miscellaneous 14€9160) 1 22 64 

CD 385_ (IV-F. Miscelioneoey te oe activities of LHO; Miscellaneous; 
(9* : - 179-189 180-189 , . 2113 64 

| pp* = 3 
EPXREZXXEX 

abnp pp = 148



Index subject # 345: Material from sections of Gembterling Reports 
which bear the main title: "Miscellaneous 

34) Alleged Activities of Lee Harvey Oswald"; 
, and for which a subhead exists in the table of contents 

B) giving information on nature of content. 
' Evaluation: Kknown content: UNKNOWN VALUE. 

. 12 8 63 
CD 6 (I-H; Date relative to Miscellaneous alleged activities of 

. subject; (appears under "Yackground Investigation", for 179 this particular CD); 179-195) | a 
180-195 | published or withheld: none 

Syn: nothing 
: 1 22 64 

CD 329 (V~A;98-118; Miscellaneous Alleged Activities of LHO/Investigation 
Concerning Marion Mehare Havéng Possibly furnished False ] 98% Information) 

99-118 - published or withheld: none 
(syn: Additional investigation conducted concerning Marion 
Keharg having possibly furnished false \jnformatisn.) 

Miscellaneous Alleged.../ 
119* (V-B; 119-125:/Alleged Passing of Rifle From One Man to 120-125 Another Day or® So Prior to Assassination in Parking | Lot Near TSBD) | 

: published or withheld: none 
(syn:(same as subhead titled, then...) «eereveals deer hunting season opened in State of Texas on Saturday, L1 16 63, and during week beginning 11 18 63, number of persons were returning or borrowing rifles for hunting purposes. Relnterviews of Mexican women who saw transfer of rifle, 
not sure of makeor color of car to which transferred.) 

126% ({Va€; 126-138; Mischllaneous Alleged.../Hitchhiker Identified 127-138 as Lee Harvey Oswald Allegedly Picked up By Ralph Leon Yates on date prior to assassination) 
nothing withheld or published, . 

(syn: Investigation refleéts that Ralph Leon Yates (who previously furnished information to the effect that he 
Picked up hitchhiker believed to be Oswald on date prior to assassination and let him off near TSBD) is possibly suffering from hereditary mental conditio and wag 

admitted as patient to Woodlawn Hosptial for observation and psychiatric trestment,. ) . a 

231 64 CD 385 (VI-A;138-148; Msicellaneous Alleged.../Allegation—-—Lee Horvey Oswald Applied for Job at Allright Parkin Station, “allas, 138* Texas, five or six days prior to assassination) 139-148 published or withheld: none 
(syn: Numerous allegations indicating activitles of Oswald 

disproved). | ) . 

*'d pages = 5§ 

64 It abnp pages



index subject # 34C Material from sections of Gemberling lieports which 
bear the main title: "Miscellaneous Alle ed 
Activities of LHO"/ subheed exists, giving 
{nformation on content; Evaluation: appears 
valucless, — ) 

CD —ti“(<‘CO™éSCCOHLON In table of contents 

385 _ VI-B, ¢ 

897 V~A,B,C 

1245 IV-A 

1395 Iv-A 
1518 _ Iv-A, B, D, E 

1546 IV-A, €



ex 3 Specia IS a a fn CD 5, and other 
spgex sublect i 22 Special peda tne peer nes weekend of 11/22) 

I- Predication Lb-~6 . 
II Verification of Death of President JFK 7-10 

| V Arrest of Lee Harvey Oswald 83-88 © . . ( IX Activities of LHO, 11 22 63, and immediately before 314~388 XI State Prosecutive Action Taken Against LEO ene 02 XIII Other Investigation 415-443 XII Death of & hol-N1y 
(I, 1b-6; Predication) oo Lo 

published: none withheld: none 
Lb-6 

. 
(II, 7-10; Verification of Deabh of President JFK) ‘. published: none withheld: none 

' 8-10 
(syn: President JFK assassinated at Dellas, Texas, 

— ii 22 63 while riding in motorcade. Three shots 
for I fired from sixth floor window of TSBD, 411 Elm Ste, 

& II striking President Kennedy and Texas Governor 
John B, Connally, who survived.) 

wa (Vv. 83-88; Arrest of Lee Harvey Oswald) _ 
_ (published: none  withheld:none ° f 

83*;84-88 (syn: oswald arrested at Texas theater by Dallas police officers approximately 2pm, and Placed in Dallas City Jail) CD 89 (F-15~6¥) , : 
43i; 325-8 (see item 2, attachment A to this subject list) CD38S 39-% 

F~ 19-64) ) page (see iten 1, attachment A, to this subject list) 
© "AX; 314-388; Activities of LHO, 11/22/63, and immediately before) 

( 314% Publ ished 
— 315.5340 CD pp CE 

343 1984 
341-342 © 356 2781 

364-5 3071 
344.355 381-8 22124 

357-363 

366-380 

(XI; State Prosecutive Action Taken Against LHO)(399-L00). 
, published: none withheld: none | 

399% (Syn: Oswald charged with murder of President Kennedy afd 
400 Dallas Police Officer J.D. Tippit, 11 22 63, arid 

with assault to murder John B. Connally on 11 23.63.) 

(XIII: Other Investication; 415-443) 

H15* published Nere , 
416.422 CD pp CE# withheld | | 42 5~426 #6 “ZEB 423-4 " 428 427 431-443 (not listed on F/H list) 429-130 



subject index # 35, Special topics in CD 5, continued... 

(XTTE 401-414; Death of Lee Harvey Oswald) 

401% published withheld: none 
402-09 CD pp CE# 
H11-414 410 2024 

(syn:On late mornine, il 2h 63, as Oswald being moved 
from Dallas City Jail to Dallas County Jail by 
Dallas Police Officers, he was shot and killed by 
Jack L. Ruby.) 

(the follwoing relates to CD 5=XII; from CD 20634 
CD 206 (VII~G-2. Liaison at Parkland Memorial Hosptial, Yallas 
i195 Texas, Immediately Prior to Death of Lee —arvey Oswald: 

196% 195-196) a 

(syn adds, "after Oswald was shot but prior to death to take 
dying declaration, but none obtained.) 

KeeHaH XHEYA Bad OA LEEKS (HOU AL Batit My MeUKwa 
XHONCD XH XM WA ads NX 

SV XA SX HADEN ANUS ANA yNEM WO NLN RE LOTR ACTENX 
RA BNKNOMICY XM X 

(vi. Interviews with Lee Harvey Oswald. and Relatives; 89-115) 

89+ published withheld: none 
99-91 CD pp CE# 
96-98 92 1991 

103 93895 1990 _ (syn: Oswald denied shooting 
110-112 94 1989 President Kennedy) 

95 2483 7 
99-102 1988 

104-105 1778 
106 1779 
107-109 1780 
‘113-115 1805



attachment A, index subject #: 35 

ktem 1: CD 1518, 27%, 28-31; 

See subject list 14, under "CD 1518 for description. 
(MacCammon arrest photos) 

Ifem 2: CD 897, 324-328; (First TV picture of LHO,upon arrest; 
transmitted nationwidw) 

See subject list 14, under "CD 897)



11 30 63 
INDES SUBJECT #: 36 from CD 5, topic VII: "Crime Scene and Related 

Searches and Results of FBI Laboratory And Other 
Related Examinations 116-189 

(for this CD only, fineerprint, laboratory, and other 
itme of evidence are not broken down by subhead; 
rather, they are all mixed together, according to toc) 

116* published withheld: pl17il 
117-122 CDpp  CEz 
124133 123 1987 
135-138 134 3097 
142 139» 207% 
145-170 140-1 1986 
172-175 143 2023 
178-189 144 2h0h 

176-7 1390 

(syn: A-6.5 millimeter M/C rifle with telescopic 
Slent, No. C2766, three 6.5 millimeter cartridge cases, 
and one live cartridge found onsixth floor, TSDB. Oswald 
employed at this bullding and had access to sixth 
floor. Rife shipped to Oswald from Klein's Spopting 
Goods Company, Chicago, Illinois, under name Ae . 
Hidell, P.O. Box 2915, Dallas, Texas, on 3 20 63. 
Post Office money order used in purchase of rifle 

in the amount of $21.45 located. Onebullet ad two 
bullet fragments recovered and identified as | 
having been fired from above described rifle. 
All three cartridge cases recovered identified 
as having been fired with thls rifle. Latent 
fingerprint developed on wrapping psper found 
at scene identified wit the 1l@ft index finger 
\mpression of Oswald, and one latent palmprint 
geveloped on wrapping paper found at scene 
identified with the right palmprint of Oswald.) 

pp abnp: 63 
pp a/ 2 
pp w/h Ml 

65



index subject number # 37: sections of Gemberling reports entitled 
“Allegations regarding acquaintanceship of LHO and Jagk L. Huby" 
or any other material which fits in this cateorory. 

CD # section 

7 VII 
2 
205 VI 

206 VI 

329 VI 

385 VII 

735° IV 
897 _ VI (except for ‘D) 

1245 V-A,B,C 

1395 V
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Sndex subject #: 389 Other sections of Gemberling reports not 
; entered into index (besides 38A, 383) 

B&C 
cD section 

5 XIV . 
6 I-G, III, IV, Vas, VI 
7 ¥YI-B,C; V-A; VII, VII; 
205 14 
206 VII-E, IX, X, XI, XII, XIII 
329 II-A; IX, X, XI, i 
385 Iv-B, C, E, H; v- C0: 22 
735 II-A,B,C; VII, VIII 
897 LI-D; III-A,D,E,G, H; J, IX, X 
1245 VIII 
1295 all 
(1395 TI-A, VII-A 
1408 all 
1546 I-A , LI-A 

this list expanded with full headings onthe 
following pages.



index 

CD 

subject : 38D List of sections of Gemberling reports not 
entered into index (Besides 384, 388, or 38C) 
elther because of non-relevance or public availability 

XIV: Photography Edthibits; 444-494, abnp 

cD 6 
I-G: Background Investi atlon/Data received from DPD, New Orleans 

Police Department, and others ...172~-195 , abnp . 

IiI:Information received re subject from russian embassy, 

Iv: c 

Washington, DC 359-391, all abnp- 

onnections with and/or contacts with Basic revolutionary and/or | 
front or anizations 

A. Fair Play for Cuba Committee 392-452 

abnp: 398, 402-448, 451-452: 
withheld: 449-450 

published: p393-394D=CE 1410; p399-40MCSCE 1411; p4Ol=CE 2545; 
(p395-397=CE's 2542, 3,4 respecively. 

V: Hevolutio ary Type Statements and Reading Materials Reflecting 
s ubject's Marxist Leanings 

A. Subject's notebook received from DPD pp453-459, all abnp 
B. Other p460-1; abnp. 

VI: “ources, informants and translations of material, property of 
s 

II-B; 

II-C; 

V-A; 

ubject or subject's wife 462- 427» allabnp (except pYEI=CE2973) 

Interviews with Relatives of LHO/Robert L Oswald-Byrother 82-84, 
abnp. 

same as above/John Edward Pic--Half Brother; 85-91, all abnp 

Crime Scene and R@lated Searches and Results of FBI Lab Exyaminatio s 
and other related examinations/ Sibert and ONeiLl Report 
(280-288; published in many books) 

VIII Miscellaneous--Allegatio s regarding other persons 
A, Identi€ied persons pp94-729, abnp except p683=CE 3112 
B. Uniffentified Persons p692-5=CE1813 

pp730-777(presumably abnp, 701 . =CE1814 
but not listed on Hoch/Fenst list) VLO-14=CE 1815 

cD 205 
IX: C 

Cd 20 

onnections with and/or contacts with Hasle revolutlonary and/or 
front Organizations 

A. FPPCC pp 765-777. Not listed in Hoch/Fenst. list. 
Presumatly abnp. 

6 
VII-E: Interview with LHO by Postal Inspechor.... 178-186 | 

IX: 

all abnp, except pl80=CE 13520 

Connections with FPCC 215-225, all abnp except pp221-"}=cB3093 
pp222-3=CE2970



CD 206 (contd) 

X: Writings of Oswald 226-357 
A. Oswald diary in russia 227-244 
B. Compolsition on "The Collective" and Minsk, Russia 

with forward and autoblographical sketch of Vswald 245-301 
C, Five u titled compositions on political subjects 302-316 
D. Six compo&itions entitled, 317-329 

1) "Speech" 
2)"The Atheism System" (ste) (means Athentan) 
3) "A System Opposed to the Communist" 
4) "A System Opposed to the Captialist" : 
5) Questions and Answers Beginning "Why did you go to the 

USSR?" | . oS , 
6). Untitled composition on Communist Party of the 

United States 
7) Oswald correspondence in russia to his mother and 

brother, robert Oswald 330-357 

AI: Official ana private documents and correspondence of LHO 358-367 
(all abnp, except p359 = CE 2007) 

XIII: Political reading materials of LHO and other reading materlal 
of Oswald aid his wif8,Marina Oswald 385 - 389; 

XIV: Appendix. 390-394 

CD 329 , 
III-A; racing of Weapons conn::cted with lho/assassination weapon---. 

alleged/~ackground in \taly 38-42 (39-2 withheld) 38 abnp 

IX: Connections with FPCC 245-247 abnp 

X: Correspondence and writings of Oswald 248-322 (all abnp) 
A. tetter to U.S Marine Corp 3 7 62 249 - 51 
B. Letter to US Navy 1 30 61 252-4 
C. Lette to OO from , 

1. Louis Weinstock, "the worker", 12 19 62 p257 | 
2. Farrell Dobbs, Socialist Workers Party, 11 5 62 p258-9. 
3e Bob Chester, NY NY, 12 9 62. p260 
4, Joseph Takk, Socialist Workers Pary 3 27 63 p261 
5. V.T. Lee, FPCC, 5 22 63 p262 

Dd. Handwritten Autoblogzaphy of LHO 263-273 
E. Handwrittan autopbographical Notes of Oswald 274-6 
F. Typewritten Manuscript of the OswedComposition Entitled — 

| "The Collective" 277-322 - oo . . 

XI Personal documents and correspondence of Marina Oswald 323-51; abnp 

XII Appendix 352-54 (353-4 are withheld)



38D continued 

CD 385 

‘IV-B. Investigation relating to Physcial Evidencex Including FBI 
. Lab and related examinations/ Twok russian language © 

postcards and two photos of unknownbulldings fou 4d 
in russian language book p39-40 abnp 

IV-C: +. same as above.../"NO Admittance" signk, pp41-44 abnp 

IV-E. ..same as above../typewirter specimens from ruth paine's 
typewriter pp55-6:; abnp 

IV-H; Two letters from russia HKA dated sept 9 1963 and oct 28 63 
addressed to Oswald; pp73-77 ‘abnp 

Ii-A: Investigation relating to physcial evidence.... / 
Listing by item no. and description of Personal effects 
of LHO and “arina obtained from Irving residence and 

North beckely rooming house pp29-79 abnp. 

II-B. ...Same ag above.../ items identified as belon ing - 
to michael or ruth paine pp 80-3 all abnp 

II-C: Cameras and related eqipment and Mrs. Ruth Paine's calendar pp 84-92 abnp.. : 

VII: Connections with Soclalist Workers Farty (HWP) 488-H91 

VIII. *ppandix 492-494 

All material listed on pave 3 of tabbe of contents, which page 
is whthheld, along with Synopsis. | 

CD 897 &KKXX 

II~D; ppl32-3; Investigation re ammunition etc./Ne ative check at 
Natio al rifle association, for record of LHO | 

TII-D; pl71-187; Investigation relatins to Physclal evidence and- 
Crime scenes/ Dallas transit system bus no. 433 > abnp 

-TII-E; ....same as above.../city transportation company cab no. 36 pp 188-190 

III-A; ...same as above.../lata cncerning TSBD and other pertinent bulldings; residences 07f Prazier, Handle, Paine, and description of photos taken ppl35-156 

IiI-G; same as above.../items identified as belonsing to Painesppl94-207 III-H: telescrope and hunting knife pp208~-210 III-f: same as above/ volume I and I "“utline of History" by HG Wells 
| ; p222-230 

IX: connections with FPCC 527-559 ‘(not on Hoch/Fenst) 
X Appendix pp558-559



38D. continued, 

CD 1245 

VIII: appendix. p277~-82 

CD 1295 all. concerns. leaking of info from commission-files to Dallas papers 

CD 1395 

II-A; 10-26; Investivation relating to physcial evidence and crime scenes/ Listing by item number of description of additional edhibits all abnp : 

VII..; pl73-174; “ppendix 

CD 1408) =all. concerns leaking of info from commission files to papers 

CD 1546 

I-A; pp 5-9; belongs in not fille. allegation by woman who says 
she saw LHO,on tk, firing from TSBD. abnp. 

IIi-A; pp 11 -19; abnp; Ehsestigation relating to Physcial evidence/ 
Listing by Item Number and Deseription of Additonal 
Exhibits


